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NAACP H olds W alk-O ut and Rally Against Police B rutality
By Joy Thompson
Staff Writer

JENN WINSKV MONTCLARION

Rallying Against Violence: Students and NAACP members listen anti-police brutality speakers in the Student Center Quad.

M old in B lanton Forces H ealth C enter O u t
By Christina Spate____________________
Assistant News Editor
Hazardous mold build-up in the Health
and Wellness Center has prevented work
ers over the past few weeks from providing
fully sufficient healthcare to MSU students.
“Within the next couple of weeks, we
hope to be up and running again as a full
service center. I apologize to all of the stu
dents who haven’t been able to receive ser
vices from our center as a result of this prob
lem,” Donna Barry, Associate Director and
nurse practitioner said.
After the Blanton Hall flooding that oc
curred prior to spring break this semester,
the Health and Wellness Center was in
spected for health threatening levels of mold
by an industrial hygenist. According to Amy
Ferdinand, Director of the Environmental
Health and Safety two types of molds were
discovered and declared a health hazard.
Brown/black rings of Stachybotrys mold
were found in between cracks in the ceiling
tiles. The other, more threatening type,
Ulocladium, was discovered in the recep

or not the Health and Wellness Center will
tion area and exam room, as well as in the be back to a normal, fully functioning state
for the students to receive services if and
Ctirpet.
when they are needed.
As a result of the dan
According to Ferdinand,
gerous amounts of mold, the
previous to the Blanton flood
Health and Wellness Center
“There are repairs
ing, one of the nurse’s had de
was shut down after stu
that are required
veloped a respiratory health
dents returned from spring
problem
as a result of lengthy
break, and it was relocated
...due to m old
exposure to the mold. The
to room 106 in the Student
and...leaks.
center was shut down because
Center, where workers have
-D onna Barry, of one inspection that would
only been able to provide
emergency services.
Associate Director and not have taken place if the
Ferdinand said that the
Nurse Practitioner flood had not happened.
“They are repairs that are
mold, which had existed
required
to be done. And they
even before the flooding,
are
due
to
mold and build-up
becam e toxic when the
from
time
over
leaks. As a re
pipes burst in the building
sult,
we
are
only
able to pro
and water seeped throught the cracks.
vide
simple,
urgent
care,”
Donna
Barry, As
Blanton Hall is built with PVC pipes, which
sociate
Director
and
nurse
practicioner
of
are less reliable than copper pipes. If the
the
Health
and
Wellness
Center
said.
university replaces the present pipes with
State officials are supposed to inspect
copper pipes, then the amount of mold found
the
center sometime next week and decide
in the center would be less, Ferdinand stated.
what
repairs are necessary to correct the
The mold problem has raised concern
mold
problem.
among the center’s workers as to whether
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The Reai Deal: A Column
About Residence Life

The MSU chapter of the National Asso
ciation for the Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP) held a rally and walk-out
yesterday afternoon in the Student Center
Quad protesting police brutality. Over 100
students, faculty and administrators rallied
in the cold and listened to speakers voice
their concerns about police brutality and
firearms for police on campus.
Rallies were also held at the New
Brunswick campus of Rutgers University,
Seton Hall University, Rowan University,
William Paterson University and colleges
in New York City as well.
The MSU rally and walk-out began with
Monique Washington and the protesters
singing “Lift Every Voice and Sing.” Kim
Roberts, Second Vice-President of the MSU
NAACP told the audience the rally was not
about bashing the police, but about uniting
as a community to stop the national prob
lem of police brutality. She mentioned
names of victims that would be repeated
throughout the speeches as a reminder to
why the rally was held: Earl Faison,
Amadou Diallo, Abner Louima, Tyisha
Miller, Terrance Everett and others.
Son of Newark poet Amiri Baraka, Ras
Baraka spoke about the killing of Eleanor
Bumpus. Baraka said that some people
think the problem doesn’t affect them, but
it affects everyone. The fact that there were
not more people present made him ask what
this says about the thinking of our children.
If it is not us that gets in the situation of
police brutality, than it is our uncle, our
brother, or our father that could be the next
victim, he said. “We have to go back to civil
disobedience,” Baraka said. “If we don’t
get no justice, there ain’t gonna be no
peace.” Baraka also spoke out against the
issue of guns being provided to MSU po
lice. We have enough police, and we need
to talk about better education for less tuition,
he said.
History education major and senior
Kenyada Mitchell read a poem called “Eu
logy” by poet Reg E. Gaines and his own
poem. “Change stems from action and ac
tion stems from thought,” he read. He told
students they needed to commit themselves
to a progressive movement and that they had
a moral and ethical obligation to purge them
selves and the state of white-skinned privi
lege.
Kamau Khalfani, Prime Minister of the
School of African Philosophies based in
Paterson, NJ and Las Vegas, NV, "depu
tized” the audience and placed them on the
frontline of the war. He said the power was
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South O range- More than
120 people were left homeless
Sunday evening after a natural gas
fire tore through local apartment
buildings, causing serious damage
to the property.
Bergen County- Senator and
Chairman of the Senate Commerce
Committee Gerald Cardinale an
nounced that he plans to introduce
a bill that enables New Jersey driv
ers to pump their own gas. Full
service of gasoline distribution
drives gas prices up as much as
five cents a gallon.
Essex County- The state is go
ing to give $2 million to Essex
County’s welfare system in order

3/27 Theft: Faculty member com
plained she was missing her purse
in the Music Building. Later she
found the purse with money
ing from her wallet.

and the front hood had a large dent
in it.
3/27 Phone Harassment: It was
reported that two female residents
of Freeman Hall were receiving
harassing off-campus phone calls
at 3 a.m. The cause of the calls is
still under investigation.
3/28 Suspicious Activity: Male
essed another male going
ockers in the Panzer

3/27 Theft: A Blanti
dent reported she reed
age, and upon openin
ized that the supposed
package were missing
3/27 Missing Pers
was filed on a misl
MSU student. It was
had not been seen for se
The report was later turm
to State Police for further invest!
gation.
3/27 Crim inal Mischief: A fe
male reported she had got into an
argument with another driver in
Lot 14 over a parking spot. When
the female later returned to her car,
she found her car was scratched

to aid in hiring 85 additional work
ers. The addition of the workers
to the Welfare system will help
bring the total number to 766.
New York C ity S e a p o rtNewark’s Alan Einstein, a.k.a.
“The Balloonatic” attempted to
make it into the Guiness Book of
World Records on April Fool’s
Day by blowing 50 balloons within
the time frame of five minutes and
24 seconds. His record-breaking
attempt was performed with the
accompaniment of Frank Sinatra’s
song “High Hopes” playing in the
background for support.

new schools, although no new
taxes have been proposed for the
2000-01 school year.
Washington DC- Nine-yearold Ryan Czepiel was honored last
week after winning first place in
NASA’s Center for Aviation Re
search and Education 2000 Inter
national Aviation Art Contest.
Czepiel is a third grader at Antheil
Elementary School.

Compiledfrom The Star-Ledger by
Joy Renee Selnick

E lizab eth - The Elizabeth
Board of Education is building five

N ational N ews

MSU P olice R eport
3/27 Crim inal M ischief. Be
tween 6 and 8 p.m. there was a
break in at the Memorial Audito
rium. Upon arrival several beer
and liquor bottles were found
along with a bag of marijuana
taped under a seat.

l j

Sr. Building ManDiaz was arrested on
t counts of theft. He
olved in seven differurring in Panzer Gym
iber 1999.

Washington- The US Senate
Department has granted permis
sion to the immediate Cuban fam
ily of Elian Gonzalez to enter into
the United States on Tuesday. The
Justice Department has informed
Elian’s relatives in Miami that
when the boy’s father arrives, the
Immigration and Naturalization
Service will grant him temporary
custody of his son.
New York- A federal judge
ruled Monday that the Mircrosoft
Corporation did, in fact, violate the
nation’s Sherman Antitrust Laws
by utilizing the monopoly power
in personal computer operating
systems to stifle the power of other
competitors.

ment: Male Clove
esident reports receivarassing phone call.
4/4 Fire Alarm: Officers respond
to a fire alarm in Richardson Hall.
No signs of smoke or fire were
present. Officers discovered a first
floor pull station activated. Little
Falls Fire Department responded,
and the system was reset.

F o r T h e R ecord
In Jason Kaplan’s letter to the editor published in the M arch 30
edition o f The M ontclarion, the line reading, “The article...was
meant to inform the public that MSU does have the availability of
computers” should have read “The article...was meant to inform
the public that MSU does not have the availability o f com puters”
The Montclarion willingly corrects its factual errors.
If you think that we have made a mistake in a story
please call Editor-In-Chief Justin Vellucci at (973) 655-5230.

W ashington- The American
Academy of Pediatrics the best
way to reduce the number of fire
arm injuries that afflict children
and young adults is to completely
remove the possession of guns
from private homes and the entire
community at large.
Birmingham- A tornado ram
paged through southern Birming
ham on Monday and blew apart a
water treatment plant, spilling
chlorine across nearby residential
areas, authorities said. No imme
diate reports of injuries from the
twister were reported.
W ashington- Transportation
Secretary Rodney Slater said Mon

day that last year’s decline of
Highway deaths, have hit a record
all time low. In 1999, 41,375
people were killed on American
highways, but the number is lower
than the 41,471 deaths that oc
curred the year before.
New Orleans- Motorists trav
eling on a Central New Orleans
freeway were startled late Sunday
night when a 450-pound black bear
fell out of a circus truck, and
landed on the road, police said. A
trailer passing by crashed into the
bear, but he suffered no serious
injuries. The bear was returned to
the Circus group on Monday.
Compiled by Chritina Spatz from
CNN.com

I nternational N ews
Tokyo- Japanese Prime Min
ister Keizo Obuchi suffered a
stroke Monday, and fell into a
coma while under life support.
Obuchi’s wife and younger daugh
ter rushed from studying abroad to
be by his side.

South Africans in the hopes that it
will gain the interest of other phar
maceutical companies. Diflucan,
the drug planning to be disposed,
treats a lethal brain infection that
occurs in nearly one out of 10 HIVpatients.

day morning before it left Mada
gascar and attacked Mozambique.
Two people were reported dead in
Antalaha, and thousands of resi
dents were left without power and
phone service, the national disas
ter committee said.

Sydney-A boriginal leaders
warned Australians Monday that a
violent protest may possibly occur
at the Sydney Olympics because a
government report played down
the harm caused by a longtime
policy of Aboriginal children be
ing taken from their families.

Moscow- United Nations Hu
man Rights Chief Mary Robinson
arrived in Moscow Monday to dis
cuss serious allegations of human
rights problems in Chechnya. The
discussion is planned to include the
particiapation of other Russian of
ficials.

Sao Paulo,Brazil- A loosely
fastened container with unknown
contents fell off a truck Monday
crashed into a bus carrying passen
gers, and killed eighteen people,
police said. Fifteen other passen
gers, out of the total 40, were also
reported to have received serious
injuries.

Johannesburg, South AfricaPfizer Inc. is offering to give away
an expensive AIDS drug to poor

Antananarivo, M adagascarCyclone Hudah tore down build
ings in the city of Antalaha Mon

Compiledfrom CNN.com by
Christina Spatz
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University Senate Supports C u rrent M S U Police Policies
By Christine Zielinski

There was also a concern that the tone
of the proposal was written to support arm
The University Senate agreed to create ing campus police with guns.
“Let’s call it what it really is, a recom
a proposal that would keep the policy on
mendation
disguised as a proposal.,.was
university police’s possession of guns in its
dumped
in
our
laps. It’s unclear, ambigu
current form. At last week’s meeting, Ri
ous
and
I
object.”
chard Wolfson, president of the University
Brook said he under
Senate, read that Cole’s pro
stood
that the only deliberaposal “does not present con- _ _ _ _ _ _ _
---tion
that
occurred before the
vincing case to change [the
drafting
of the proposal was
current no-gun policy]...We
“ Before a
a meeting between the SGA
accept the president’s offer to
com m ittee is
executive board, but not
extend the timeline.”
with the SGA legislators.
The main positions of the
formed, [the
To the protestors earlier
University Senate are the fol
senate] must
yesterday afternoon. Presi
lowing: an adequate amount
of time, from last week to the
provide a response dent Cole said “maybe that
was a misjudgment [if the
tentative May 1 deadline was
to this docum ent.
proposal] sounded like it
not provided, an immediate
-Dr. Kenneth Brook, had too much authority.”
response to MSU president’s
Vice President of AFT
G regory W aters, In
recent proposal was neces
Local 1904 terim President, said that he
sary, and a “fact-finding com
was on the University Sen
mittee” would be formed to _________
ate five years ago when the
investigate details not pro
idea came up before.
vided in the proposal.
“I was impressed with the police,” Wa
Kenneth Brook, Chairman of the An
thropology Department and Vice President ters offered.
The fact-finding committee would in
of the AFT Local 1904 would chair the com
clude at least the following groups: Afri
mittee.
“Before a committee is formed, [the sen can-American faculty, SGA, adjuncts, uni
ate] must provide a response to this docu versity police, LASO, and Asian Student
ment. Forming a committee is not a suffi organization and any other group who rep
cient response. We ought to say...the docu resented a constituency, Wolfson said.
ment is damn unconvincing,” Brook said.
News Editor

JENN WINSKV MONTCLARION

O N T H E M ARCH: M S U Faculty excercises their right to free speech as they parade
their message against the arming o f campus police last Wednesday shortly afier the
release o f President Cole’s proposal.

W alk-Out
C O N TIN U ED FROM P. 1
The rally closed with the last speaker,
US Constitution can be “measured by
the bodies in the streets.” Khalfani closed Reverend William Rutherford, NJ State
his speech with a Yoruba prayer and had the Chapter President of the NAACP. He reit
audience hold hands and chant “Power to erated that police brutality is a national prob
lem and that “injustice anywhere is justice
the people.”
“Police training 101, it’s a wallet not a nowhere.” He told the protesters, “You will
gun,” and “No justice, no peace,” were make a difference.” He told students to reg
chanted by the protesters when Lawrence ister and vote, and to “stand together and be
Ham, President of the People’s Organiza united.” Rutherford also addressed guns for
tion for Progress (POP), took the podium. police on campus by saying that “guns are
Ham said that students played a “key and not conducive to good learning and good
critical role” in countless changes that have character.”
MSU NAACP has been planning a rally
taken place. He credited student movements
since
the beginning of the semester said
with stopping the Vietnam war, starting the
Roberts.
They distributed over 1,000 fly
anti-apartheid movement, and
ers to residence and aca
the civil rights movement of
demic buildings, and ad
the 1960s. He asked what
vertised over the Internet.
would happen after the rally,
“Police training
CARIBSO
also helped
and said that students must talk
organize
the
rally and the
101, its a wallet
and be angry. He said to “build
members
of
the
NAACP
the student movement in this
not a gun..no
thanked
them.
Roberts
country on every college cam
said
that
police
brutality
justice no peace.
pus in the nation...and set these
was “not called for just
campuses on fire” with protests
-Lawrence Ham
because we fit the de
and rallies. To end police bru
IENN WINSKI/ M O N TC LA R IO N
President of the
scription” of a criminal. Against Brutality: Anti-violence speaker talks to a crowd in the Student Center Quad
tality, Ham said we needed
People’s Organization
MSU NAACP has about
more minority officers, sensi
yesterday afternoon. Similar rallies were held in schools throughout NJ.
for Progress.
35 members.
tivity training, new police poli
Deans Harris, Dean campus police and students of color.
New Jersey down five percent, and one vio
cies, and com m unity con
lent crime on campus this year. “It is not a
of
Students,
attended
and
Students
from
Montclair
High
School
trolled police with citizen re
said
it
was
an
important
now issue, it is an always been issue,” said
who
walked
out
of
school
said
the
guns
on
view boards. After his speech
Lt.
Cell in reference to guns on campus. If
rally
for
people
to
“listen
to
everyone’s
point
campus
hit
home
with
them
because
their
about the importance of student involve
guns
were issued to the police and security,
of
view
and
draw
conclusions
on
knowl
school
has
armed
guards.
The
issues
of
ment, the Secretary of MSU NAACP, Trina
they
would
only be issued to the academy
edge,
not
emotional
response.”
‘He
said
police
brutality
and
guns
on
campus
were
Taliferro, read a poem about an “emergency
trained
officers.
“anytime
we
give
dialogue
to
a
controver
intertwined
in
the
rally.
Chris
Mitchell,
call across the nation” to end police brutal
The unity rally ended at about 2 p.m. In
sial issue, if it helps to inform it’s benefi President of the MSU NAACP, said that
ity.
the
course of the rally and walk-out many
cial.”
Dean
of
Student
Development
and
guns
on
campus
were
a
bad
idea
because
Assemblyman Craig A. Stanley (D-28)
issues
were raised from student involve
Student
Life,
Helen
Matusow-Ayers,
said
Kean
University
experiences
some
of
the
said “all of us have an interest in making
sure that there is no more abuse of police she did not condone students cutting classes, most violent crimes even with armed po ment, police brutality, and guns on campus.
power.” Contacting legislators, voting, and but supported their right to cut classes for a lice. He said that because police brutality MSU NAACP is now planning a poetry
signing petitions were ways to get the mes rally of this nature. A university is about has been prevalent in society, people in gen night in the Ratt on Monday, April 10 at 8
sage heard, he said. He said politicians rec students taking the initiative to have rallies, eral don’t feel safe. “We don’t know what p.m. Kim Roberts said that there will be
ognize two things: money and votes. “If she said. It’s a productive way to learn and to expect. It is time to express our right,” food and raffles and that donations were
welcome but not expected. Proceeds from
you don’t have money, you can at least have teach others and express opinions. She ap Chris Mitchell said.
The MSU police currently have one Af the poetry night will benefit future rallies
your vote heard,” Stanley said. Voter regis plauded the efforts of the MSU NAACP.
Kenyatta Montgomery, a graduate stu rican-American, three Hispanic and six and activities sponsored by MSU NAACP.
tration flyers were passed out to the crowd.
dent
studying higher education counseling white officers, said Lt. Cell. Director of
Stanley also said that “over my dead body
said
the
administration is insensitive and has University Police and Security, Phillip Additional Reporting By:
will we allow them [MSU] to have armed
bad
timing
on the issue of MSU police hav Calitre said “we are not in favor of police Jerome D' Angelo
officers.” Like Ham, he spoke about the
ing
guns.
He
thought it would create a cli brutality either,” and that’s why they went
importance of students becoming engaged
mate
that
is
hostile
by further separating the to the rally. They reported violent crime in
and involved in issues that affect them.
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Panzer G ym T h ie f A rrested
on suspension and wait for the results of the
judicial process,” Edward Oberhofer, Assis
Assistant News Editor
tant Director of the Physical Plant said. “In
MSU Sr. Building Maintenance Worker, this case, Diaz is not allowed on the MSU
Rafael Diaz of Newark, was arrested last campus.”
Gilbert Rivera, Director
week on two separate
^
^
—m
m
m
m
m
of
Employee
Relations, said
charges of theft, said LieuDiaz
is
a
member
of the In
tenant Mike Postaski of Uniternational
Federation
of
versity Police.
“In this case
Professional Technicians
According to the official
D iaz in not
and Engineers (IFTE), Lo
police report, Diaz failed to
cal
195.
exit Panzer Gym after a fire
allowed on the
“Diaz is a member of the
alarm sounded. He was later
M SU campus.
Local 195 barging unit. Ac
caught going through gym
-Edward Oberhofer
cording to state procedure,
lockers, removing several
for a fair termination Diaz
belongings. The first charge
Assistant Director of
will be served with papers
of theft was for a computer
the Physical Plant
detailing the specific
stolen earlier in the year, and
charges for his termination.
the second charge was in re
The state regulation contract
lation to stolen personal
allows Diaz to appeal the
property from the Panzer
termination, it is basically
Gym lockers. The police --------------due process for an em 
report also stated Diaz that
had been involved with seven other open ployee,” said Rivera.
Judith Hane, the vice president for Hu
theft cases dating back'to September 1999.
Although arrested, Diaz, a recently-hired man Resources was not available to com
employee, has not been officially terminated ment on the exact date of Diaz’s employ
ment, and whether or not he will be offi
from MSU.
“In general, when somebody [an MSU cially terminated from MSU.
Diaz’s court date is scheduled for April
employee] engages in criminal misconduct,
it impacts on their employment, and they 6, 2000 at the Montclair Municipal Build
are removed. In some cases we put them ing.
By Elizabeth A. Hutchinson

S a g te n J L u tte A
S t u d w t (fa tte n
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Montclarion Elects 2000-01 Staff
By Christine Zielinski
News Editor
The leadership of The Montclarion will
change hands after its recent editorial board
elections.
Justin Vellucci, 20-year-old English
major and current Editor-in-Chief, was re
elected Editor-in-Chief. Vellucci joined The
Montclarion three years ago as a news writer
and assistant, and served as 1998-99 Opin
ion Page Editor before serving as the 19992000 Editor-in-Chief.
“This is a really exciting time in the his
tory of MSU and especially of The Mont
clarion. I really consider it a great honor to
have been reelected to lead the paper as the
Editor-in-Chief,” Vellucci said. “It seems
to be protocol that every incoming EIC talks
about their high expectations for the new
year. In my three years with The Mont
clarion, though, there have been few times
when I have been as excited about the fu
ture of the newspaper and the possibilities
of the new year. A student newspaper is a
great avenue for students to find their voice
and I hope that, by continuing to pay close
attention from feedback from the campus
community, we can live up to our motto,
The Student’s Voice.”
An English major and journalism minor,
Carolyn Velchik, 20, was elected Manag
ing Editor after her third year on the news
paper. In 1997-98, she joined as a news
writer and assistant, and served as the Fea
ture editor for the last two years.
“I’m really proud that I was chosen as
Managing Editor because it was such a con
tested position. I feel confident in my abil
ity to execute the ideas that I have, and to
act as a mentor toward the incoming staff,”
said Velchik. “I think that my leadership,
interpersonal skills will improve staff rela
tions for a paper that I believe will go above
and beyond its position from the last three
years.”
Next year’s Production Editor, James
Davison, 20, joined the paper last year as
an Opinion Page writer and assistant. He
served as this year’s Production Editor.
“Things break, I fix them,” Davison said,
jokingly. Davison double majors in English
and philosophy.
This year’s treasurer, Tim Casey was re

elected. Casey has served on The Mont
clarion for many years, his positions includ
ing 1998-99 Photography Editor and 199798 EIC.
Elizabeth A. Hutchinson, 20, junior, was
elected News Editor. Hutchinson has
worked on The Montclarion for one year,
filling a variety of positions including Man
aging Editor, Opinion Page Editor, Assis
tant Photography Editor and, currently, As
sistant News Editor.
Michelle Phipany was elected the Fea
ture Editor. A freshman, this is her first year
The Montclarion.
Jerome D ’Angelo, freshman English
major, was elected Opinion Page Editor. He
joined the paper this year as an Opinion col
umnist and assistant.
Anna Lawrence, this year’s Assistant
Arts Editor, was elected Arts Editor.
Lawrence is an 18-year-old freshman.
Freshman Brian Cross was elected
Humour editor. He began working on the
Montclarion this year as a Humour section
assistant.
Next year’s Sports Editor is English
major Michael Sanchez, 20. He previously
contributed to the News Section, and
worked as an Assistant Sports Editor this
year.
Lizbeth Victorero, a sophomore will be
the the photography editor next year. She
joined the newspaper this year as an Assis
tant Photographer.
Jenn Winski, a 19-year-old sophomore,
will be the new graphic designer and the edi
torial cartoonist. This is her second year
with the paper. She was a photographer and
cartoonist last year, and this year’s Photo
Editor and cartoonist.
Lorenda Knisel, senior English major
and journalism minor, will be the Chief
Copy Editor. She has written for the Arts
section for one year and served as Assistant
Copy Editor this semester. Alyson Thelin
will be the first Webmaster for The Mont
clarion next year.
“If it wasn’t for the newspaper, I would
not have found my job. Not only a way to
meet new people and get involved in cam
pus life, but it’s a door to the future,” said
Joy Renee Selnick, 23, English major, and
this year’s Managing Editor. She recently
obtained a position on the Messenger Ga
zette in graphic design and pagination, in
Somerville.
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Editors W in

TUITION TIME

Scholarships

AD DRESSING T H E NUM BERS:
Harry Schuckel, Vice President o f
Budget, Planning, and Information
Technology, speaks before the SGA
Legislature yesterday about state fiscal
trends and how they could affect tuition
rates at M S U in the 2000—2001
academic year. Schuckel will be
speaking more on M S U tuition rates at
the Board o f Trustees Tuition Hearing, to
be held this afternoon.

lENN WINSKI/ MONTCLARION

* According to DALBAR, Inc., 3 financial services research firm. In its most recent study, 1997 Defined Contribution Excellence flof/ngs.TIAACREF was voted number one in partici
pant satisfaction. TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. distributes CREF certificates and interests in theTIA A Real Estate Account. Teachers Personal Investors
Services, Inc. distributes the variable component of the personal annuities, mutual funds and tuition savings agreements.TIAA and TIAA-CREF Life Insurance Co. issue insurance
and annuities. TIAA-CREF Trust Company, FSB provides trust services. Investment products are not FDIC insured, may lose value and are not bank guaranteed.
For more complete information on our securities products, including charges and expenses, call 1 800 842-2776, ext. 5509, for the prospectuses. Read them carefully before you
invest or send money. © 2000TIAA-CREF 1/00.

Clunn and Vellucci
honored by New Jersey
Press Foundation
By Molly Meyers
Staff Writer

Two juniors at MSU have received jour
nalism awards. Nick Clunn 20. Broadcast
ing major, and Justin Vellucci, 20, English
major are both recipients of awards from
The New Jersey Press Foundation.
Clunn received The New Jersey Press
Foundation 2000 Internship/Scholarship
Program.
He will be writing daily for the editorial
department of the Asbury Park Press this
summer. He was also awarded $3,000 by
The New Jersey Press Foundation.
“I was so excited when 1 heard I won. I
really wanted to do an internship. I was
jumping up and down in my room,” Clunn
said.
Clunn became a sports writer for The
Montclarion in his freshman year and after
three short months advanced to news edi
tor.
“Ever since I was a little kid, I wanted
to be a reporter. 1 thought it was cool, going
to the home football games, sitting in the
press box, eating free hot dogs and rubbing
shoulders with real reporters,” he said.
Vellucci received The Richard Drukker
Memorial Scholarship Award, a $3.000 aca
demic scholarship to be applied toward next
semester’s tuition.
“I was absolutely flabbergasted. 1didn’t
expect to win at all,” Vellucci said.
Vellucci started working as the assistant
news editor at The Montclarion in his fresh
man year. He was elected Opinion Page
Editor in April 1998 and was recently
elected as Editor-in-Chief for the second
year in a row.
Vellucci and James Davison, Production
Editor, also recently received first place in
the Enterprise/Investigative Reporting sec
tion of the Better College Newspaper Con
test for his special report, Following the
Money Trail.
This award, as well as four others taken
by The Montclarion, will be presented by
the New Jersey Press Association (NJPA)
at their Spring Conference, to be held on
April 13.
“I’ve poured a lot of myself into work
ing with and at The Montclarion," Vellucci
said.
Vellucci is somewhat unsure about his
plans for after graduation and still envisions
himself as a nervous and timid freshman
who had just walked into The Montclarion
office.
“When I was working on Money Trail
with Jim [Davison], there was a real sense
of purpose,” Vellucci said.
“I guess that I just want to leave a mark,
something to say that I was here,” he said.
This is Clunn’s second internship. He
was a writer at the Press O f Atlantic City
last summer.
Clunn plans to write for a newspaper in
a warm climate upon graduation.
"If The New York Times calls, that would
be awesome. But The L.A. Times, now that
would be even better,” Clunn said.
Both Clunn and Vellucci will be hon
ored at the Luncheon of Champions on June
23 at The New Jersey Press Foundation
headquarters in Trenton.
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The Proposal to Equip University Police W ith Firearms

T he L etter Fr° m C ole
- M arch

16,2000

-

MONTCLAIR
STATE
UNIVERSITY

Office of the President
Voice: 973-655-4212
Fax: 973-655-7195

In 1994, the University’s police sergeants requested approval from the Board of Trustees for all campus police officers to carry firearms in the line of duty. Following a
lengthy review that included input from all segments of the campus community, the Board of Trustees denied the request in April 1995 and simultaneously expressed
appreciation for the dedication, professionalism, and commitment demonstrated by the University’s police and security officers. With the Board’s support, the administra
tion instituted numerous safety improvements such as additional officers, the provision of bulletproof vests for officers, increased lighting, and emergency call boxes.
While the University is as safe an environment as any large and heavily populated public space can be in today’s world, recent events on the MSU campus and throughout
the nation have led our Student Government Association and campus police officers to request a review of the current policy on the arming of our police officers. Students
are concerned about their safety, and police officers are concerned about their ability to provide protection to all members of the campus community while safeguarding their
own lives as well. It is also true that, despite campus regulations prohibiting the possession of firearms on campus, University police officers have been involved in 15
incidents involving handguns or the threatened use of handguns in the period 1994 - 1999. During those six years., police officers have responded to 36 additional calls that
involved other lethal weapons. At such times, armed municipal police officers must be called in to assist. However, MSU police officers are required by law to respond as
well, and, on occasion, face dangerous and potentially life threatening calls unarmed. These incidents include armed robberies, aggravated assaults, weapons offenses,
narcotics arrests, aggravated sexual assaults, burglaries, hold-up alarms, suspicious persons, and domestic violence.
The question of an armed police presence on a college campus raises emotion and concern in those on both sides of the issue. The MSU police officers - all of whom are
professionals, thoroughly trained in the Police Academy in the use of firearms as well as lesser forms of force - believe that full-time arming would provide the best
protection for all members of the community. I am not prepared to recommend full-time arming, and I am, instead, asking the campus community to give its consideration
to a moderated change in our current policy.
The attached document presents my specific proposal for a possible change in our current policy and some related background information for the consideration of the
campus community. I have asked explicitly for the following campus organizations to consider the proposal in a formal way and to provide me with advice and recommen
dations in regard to it by May 1, 2000: University Senate, Student Government Association, AFT Local 1904, AFT Adjuncts Local 6025, CWA Local 1031, IFPTE Local
195, NJ Superior Officers Association PBA, NJ Law Enforcement Supervisors Association, African American Caucus, Hispanic Caucus, Asian/Pacific Islander Caucus,
Organization of Students for African Unity, Latin American Student Organization, Asian Student Organization, and President’s Commission on Affirmative Action. I also
invite any other interested units, groups, organizations, or individuals on campus to contribute their views on this significant issue by submitting recommendations to me by
May 1.
Recent events have made the issue of police arming especially volatile. It is important, however, to recognize that we must not stereotype any group of people, including
police officers. The Montclair State University police officers have earned the respect of this community over many years of dedicated service, and their request for our
consideration of this issue deserves our fair and judicious attention. I am confident that our University community will engage in reasoned and constructive consideration
of this important issue.
Finally, I want to stress that the attached proposal is just that - a proposal and not, at this stage, a recommendation or a decision. Once I have the opportunity to reflect
on the suggestions of the campus community, I will make a recommendation to the Board of Trustees.

p e o f ic

P r o p o s a l

1 o Departmental training in the use o f force, including the use of
firearms, will be conducted on a quarterly basis and
documented for review.
2 »MSU police officers will not carry arms from dawn to dusk (except
as noted below) or when off duty.
3 = MSU police officers will be armed at the following times:
• While on duty from dusk to dawn;
• When responding to reports o f serious crimes in progress;
• During emergencies and special events, as determined by
the Director o f University Police and Security in
consultation with the Vice President for Student
Development and Campus Life;
• When transporting prisoners off campus;
• When assisting other agencies under mutual aid agreements.
4 c Campus security officers, parking attendants, contract security
officers, and student employees in the department will not
carry arms.
5 o Weapons will be stored in a locked box at Police Headquarters.

<Bo The only firearm to be used by University Police will be a semi
automatic handgun, which is a standard police weapon.
Finally, these specific proposals are based firm ly on the principle that use of
the firearm by M SU Police will always be as a last resort.
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On M arch 16, P resident Cole sen t o u t a m em o to the campus
com m unity detailin g a p roposal to arm U niversity Police w ith
firearm s. T he M ontclarion is pu blish in g excerpts fro m Cole's
m em o fo r the sake o f m aking this p u b lic record available to our
readership, m any o f whom do n o t have access to such docum ents
b u t w ill u ltim ately be affected by the outcom e o f the debate.

« I m to tttr a tH » “

“
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V o ic e Y o u r O p i n i o n :

gunsatmsu@hotmail.com
All e-mail will be forwarded to President Cole as open letters representing student opinion
and will also be submitted to the Opinion Page Editor as “Letters to the Editor,” which
may be printed by guidelines set in The Montclarion Mailbag.
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H o w -D oes M S U C o m pa re !
A Look A t “The
In stitu tion

'

G un Issue” a t O ther N J P ublic In stitu tion s
Students

Police

A rm ing Sàttus

Total Crim es

V iolent Crim es

Montclair State

12,757

10

unarmed j

189

7

Kean

11,338

22

armed full-time

223

8

William Paterson

9,383

29

armed part-time

122

4

Rutgers-Newark

9,080

24

armed full-time

289

10

New Jersey City

8,544

-

no police force '

184

2

Essex County

8,353

15

armed full-time

34

2

NJIT

8,191

26

armed full-time•

63

2

Ramapo

4,658

-

no police force 3

10

8

UMDNJ

4,503

54

453

13

armed full-time

SOURCES: COMMISSION O N HIGHER EDUCATION (FALL 1999) & UNIFORM CRIME REPORT (1998)

1. Eight additional officers are already in the process of being trained and promoted from the ranks of MSU security officers, which will bring MSU’s police officers to a total of 18.
2. WPU police officers are permitted to carry arms only in emergency situations, official work off campus, special events, when transporting money, and off duty.
3. Neither NJCU nor Ramapo has police officers, although they do have security officers.

U n iv e r sit y P olices T h e G e n d e r B reakd o w n
M ale

Female

Total

C ivilia n
Employees

Brookdale Community College

10

1

11

5

16

Essex County College

12

3

15

40

55

Kean University

18

4

22

15

37

Middlesex County College

9

3

12

5

17

Monmouth University

14

1

15

4

19

Montclair State University

10*

0

10*

30

40

NJ Institute of Technology

24

2

26

35

61

Rowan University

3

0

3

35

38

Rutgers University: Camden

13

2

15

21

36

Rutgers University: New Brunswick

53

11

64

86

150

Rutgers University: Newark

21

3

24

34

58

Richard Stockton College of NJ

15

3

18

4

22

The College of New Jersey

15

2

17

11

28

UMDNJ: Camden

19

1

20

1

21

UMDNJ: Newark

45

9

54

80

134

UMDNJ: Piscataway

29

4

33

6

39

William Paterson University

27

2

29 -

7

36

TOTAL

337

51

388

419

807

Police Officers

In stitu tio n

* An additional eight new police officer positions have been approved for FY2000.

Total Police
Employees

T he montclarion
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Greek O rganizations Step
Into Unbelievable Experience
By Michelle Whitehead
to perform. Organizations were given the
same respect and encouragement regardless
of the number of people performing on stage
or the amount of fancy moves.
hile many on-campus organiza
Though not a large group, the two mem
tions strive to hold events that bers of Kappa Alpha Psi who did step in the
provide a forum for unity, talent show represented their organization to the
and creative achievements, few manage to best of their ability as the crowd cheered.
pull it off as beautifully as the Step Show
The duo performed their step with a pro
held on March 30.
found sense of showmanship using candy
Organized by Lambda Sigma Upsilon canes and stopping every once in a while to
Latino Fraternity, Inc. and Groove Phi deliver a joke.
Groove Social Fellowship, Inc., the Step
Phi Beta Sigma incorporated an array of
Show brought together a mixture of humor, talents into their step. Starting off as a couple
exhibition and good natured competition.
of guys watching a football game, they were
The Step Show opened with a proud sa quickly joined by many other Brothers who
lute from the new members of Lambda joined in the step.
Theta Phi to their Pledge Master. Display
Their routine took on many different dis
ing respect and admiration for the man who plays as they went from a simple step done
led them on their jour
in letter shirts and
ney tow ard B rother
—
—
jeans to an elaborate
hood, their salute was
step while blindfolded
“Displaying respect and
performed with aston
Obviously
the Broth
adm iration for the man who
ishing precision.
ers take their perfor
led them on their journey
Dressed in white and
mance very serious
toward
Brotherhood, their
baby blue, the Sisters o f
and dedicated a lot o f
salute was performed with
Mu Sigma Upsilon were
time and practice to
the only females to par
astonishing precision.
their routine.
ticip ate in the Step
At the end o f die
Show. Their routine was
...
night four prizes were
part step, part dance, and
awarded. Mu Sigma
part history lesson .
Upsilon won for the
They included a proud
females. In the male
recounting o f the evolution o f their organi competition. Lambda Sigma Upsilon won a
zation in their step.
S100 third prize while Kappa Alpha Psi won
The overall performance and the crowd a $200 second prize. Phi Beta Sigma
were good. “All of the hard work paid off,” proudly took home a $600 prize for first
said Christianne Calderon o f the Step Show. place.
Calderon is a member of Mu Sigma Upsi
The most overwhelming part of the Step
lon who took part in her organizations step Show was that the organizations truly were
routine.
supportive o f each other. There was an in
One thing that was made clear during credible feeling o f unity that existed during
the show was that everyone was welcome die entire performance.
Staff Writer

W

Special to the Montclarion
Editors note: T h ereon m any men already
on a healing journey. Then a n many
more who a n curious o r interested b u t
uncertain how to go abou t the journ ey
This series is w ritten fo r you, no m atter
where you are in the healing o f you r own
wounds.

T

he attainment of manhood is both a
unique and complex experience of
ten misunderstood by the male community.

As there are many facets o f masculinity,
one needs to understand the male develop
ment within the social, psychological and
cultural frames o f reference.
What does it mean to be male?
What are they myriad factors that deter
mine a man’s development?
What are the messages about masculin
ity that significantly influences the devel
opment of male identity?
Finally, what are the specific effective
and behavioral characteristics of being male
that influence men individually and in their
relationships?
These are the questions that underlie

Htoto by Jurgen Relsch. Originally printed in M en’s Fitness, February 1995

Phi Beta Sigma struts their s tu ff fin- th e crow d on Thursday The movesfeatu red in this
performance won th em first place in the step show.

The crowd cheered for everyone, dis
playing an amazing amount o f pride in the
efforts o f everyone who took part in die
show.
Looking toward the future, Oscar Mejia,
a brother o f Lambda Sigma Upsilon Latino
Fraternity, Inc., and one o f die coordinators
o f die Step Show, hopes to make next year’s
show even better.
One of the ways he hopes to improve
the show is by gamering support from local
corporations that sponsor college activities.
Getting corporate funding would mean
a bigger and grander show, but also larger
prize awards.

“I’m making it a priority to get corpora
tions to bade the show. The school did cover
some expenses, which we appreciate, but if
we had corporate backing we could accom
p l i a lot more,” said Mejia.
The one sad element o f die Step Show
was that not many people other than those
who are affiliated with die organizations that
performed came out to see the show.
Seeing a Step Show first hand is an un
believable experience. Stepping has every
thing: creativity, diversity, comedy and,
most importantly, a terrific display o f local
talent. Next year’s step show is tentatively
scheduled for March 30,2001.

much o f the challenges in working with men
in an emotional context
The task is to understand that most men
are unaware o f how little control they exer
cise over their livdi.
Being male in,this society is generally
viewed as a privilege. In reality, however,
it is a mixed privilege, for men often feel
compelled to behave in ways that are self
destructive and harmful to others.
Like actors in a play, men are handed a
script that they learn they must follow
closely. However, while playwrights and
directors may allow actors the freedom to
modify a script to assure a better fit, men
are not permitted the same freedom to im-.
provise.
While the road to masculinity twists and
turns, men can rarely deviate from the road.
James Doyle, in his best seller, The Male
Experience, researched whether this is still
true today.
In the introduction he states, “We find
many men of those interviewed, both young
and old, have been exposed to the traditional
messages about manhood.”
This is a tradition that has dated back to
the beginnings of society, which makes
shedding these roles and behaviors an ar
duous battle that many find too difficult to
continue.
In the Twentieth century, there has been
a stronger hold over man’s defining moments-television and film.
To become John Wayne meant having
to play cowboys and Indians.
Guns, arrows, and even ropes were the
accepted toys to accent what boys do in play.

The lik es o f Lee M arvin, C lint
Eastwood, and Kirk Douglas invaded the
male withaggression and victory at all cost.
In contrast, the free thinking college stu
dent Dobie G illis was perceived as a com
edy not to be taken seriously.
In our society, men traditionally initiated
the intimate relationships, while women sat
back, waiting to be called upon.
From opening invitations for an evening
out, to the first overtures towards sexual
activity, it was considered the man’s role.
In the bedroom men were expected to be
“sexperts,” always taking charge in sex. The
man was the initiator and the woman was
the recipient.
According to Doyle, always being the
initiator can make men feel burdensome and
preassigned.
“I feel that every woman should feel how
anxiety-provoking it can be. I get tired of
always being the one who makes sugges
tions since there is always the potential for
being turned down,” Doyle wrote.
Considering the gender-role socializa
tion conditions, males are expected to be the
competent leaders in sexuality.
Men are not the only ones who see them
selves are sexperts. In fact, women may co
erce a man into the role by subscribing to
this mistaken notion.
Some men may enjoy being cast as
sexperts, however, others feel burdened by
the responsibility of mutual orgasms.
In pursuit of discovery, part two will
focus on men and their relationships w ith
other men, their fathers, and also as their
brothers.
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N o M orning Sickness and N o W eight Gain:

Nine Months Pregnant and Unaware

The Inside Scoop on Residence Life

By Margaret O’Shea
Special to the Montclarion

I

t was a Wednesday night, and I had just
begun studying for my Spanish midterm
that was to be taken the next day. It is
typical of me to leave things off until the
last second.
Well, two of my classmates, Maggie and
Will Bill as well as myself met up in the
studying cubicle after rounding up some
study munchies and beverages. While go
ing through the vocabulary of Chapter 11,
one of my neighbors, Stefanie, who hadn’t
been feeling well all day, exited her room
in her bathrobe.
Earlier that day, she had been sitting on
my bed complaining of pains in her thighs
and her stomach. I had rubbed icy-hot on
her, just below the tattoo of the Irish
claddagh symbol on her lower back, in ef
forts to try and Soothe the pain.
All of our efforts didn’t help much and
she still complained about the immense
amount of pain she was in. As she stepped
out in her bathrobe, I figured a warm shower
might refresh her and the steam might com
fort her so she could finally get some sleep.
But comfort nor sleep came to Stefanie.
Shortly after she returned to her room, a
campus police officer, followed by EMS,
RMs and RAs (the whole nine-yards)
knocked on her door.
This, obviously, drew the attention away
from our studies, and immediately to the
door directly outside the cubicle window.
After a few minutes, the EMS escorted Ste

fanie downstairs in the company of her clos
est friend and floormate, Kristina, the elev
enth floor “Mother.”
As they exited the room, shouts of good
luck and best wishes to Stefanie echoed
down through the
corridor as the
medical staff fol
lowed her down
the hall towards
the elevator.
Needless to
say, our minds
took a side trip
from studying
and we shortly
finished the re
view and called it
a night.
The
next
morning, I went
down the hall to
Kristina’s room,
only to find a
locked door full
of post-it notes
from the other
floor members
reading: “Kris, knock on my door when you
get back from the hospital,” or “Kris, call
me as soon as you get in..sHow is Steffy?”
and soon.
-a
But it was 10 a.m. and Kristina was not
yet back. I was getting really nervous. Ste
fanie left for the hospital at 1 a.m. because
she thought she might have a urinary track
infection. How long does that take to diag

nose? It had been over nine hours already!
Kristina finally returned close to noon
on Thursday. As she sleepily dragged her
self down the hall, wearing the same clothes
she had worn the day before, she stopped
by my door, looking like
she was about to pass out.
The immediate ques
tion out of my mouth, be
ing that Stefanie was not
trailing behind her was
“How is Stefanie?”
Kris replied, “Oh, uh,
yea. Umm, Stefanie had a
baby girl this morning at
6:30.” 1 just laughed.
“Funny. So, what’s wrong
with Stef?”
Kris reassured me that
she wasn’t kidding, and by
the expression on her face,
I knew she couldn’t be ly
ing. All sorts of questions
began running through my
. mind so quickly that I
i didn’t have time to process
them, or to get an answer
.. to any one of them.
Did Kristin^ know she was pregnant?
Did Stefanie know she was pregnan)? Why
didn’t sb^ tell anyone? Howt' s Stfcf? How
is the baby? Ho.w heavy was it? What’s it’s
name? ^ • >.
Oh my Go^!! Stefanie had a baby!
Little ol’ Steffy js a mom. Just a few hours
ago she went tq the hospital thinking she
had a urinary track infection. Meanwhile,

she was actually having contractions on my
bed earlier that day!
My reaction was quite similar to those
of other people on our floor. The whole day,
we had group talks about what just hap
pened. Everyone was dumbstruck, to say
the least. Later that night, 14 of us crammed
into three cars and trekked down to
Mountainside Hospital.
When we made our way up to the ma
ternity ward, the first thing we saw as we
stepped out of the elevator was a cute baby
girl in an incubator, with a plastic tag
wrapped around her ankle reading
“Stefanie's baby.” One by one we snuck
into Stefanie’s room to see her, until all of
us were crammed next to her bedside.
Stefanie has brought baby Diana Leigh
to visit quite a few times and we are con
stantly fighting over who will hold her next.
Steffy began commuting after spring break,
but she and baby Diana will always remain
part of the 11th floor in our hearts.
It is amazing how one minute life can
seem so ordinary, and the next minute one
of your close friends goes into labor with
out prior knowledge of ever being pregnant
at all 1 While the entire 11th floor continues
to integrate Diana into their busy schedules
to help Stefanie baby-sit, Susan-Suzanne,
Stefanie’s roommate, is still inquiring about
a refund for living in a triple all this time.
Editor’s Note: This is a column running weekly
about residence life. I f you'd like to submit a story,
contact Michele @x5880 or via e-mail @
meesha_9@hotmail.com.
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•Career Fair, 10-2 p.m. SC Ballrooms
•LeCercle Français, 3 p.m. D I 115
•Conservation Club, 4 p.m. SC 104
•Step & Tone, 4-5 p.m. BL Hall

•Cardio Kickboxing 5-6 p.m. Gym 6
•Tai Chi, 6:15-7:15 p.m. Gym 6
•Urban Groove, 6-7 p.m. Freeman

Thursday

T"
•Religion in the Right Perspective, 5:30 p.m. Richardson 120
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Friday

•80’s Rock - Music in the Video Age, 8:08 p.m. SC

Saturday
•Mass, 11 a.m. Kopps Lounge, Russ Hall

Sunday
•Yoga, 1-2 p.m. SC 419
•Cardio Kickboxing, 5-6 p.m. Gym 6
•Tighten-n-Tone, 4-5 p.m. Kopps Lounge, Russ

•Writer’s Support Group, 10-11 a.m. Montclair
Public Library
•SPEC TRUM S, 2-3 p.m . SC 416
•LASO , 3:30 p.m . SC Cafe C

M onday
•Hi-Lo Tone, 4-5 p.m. BL Hall
•K ickboxercise, 5-6 p.m . Gym
•H ydro-Fit, 8-9 p.m . Gym 6

•NA A CP-National Walk-Out Against Police Brutality, 12 p.m. SC Quad
•Geo Club, 4 p.m. MA 252
•PreMed Club, 4 p.m. Science Hall 126
•Tighten-n-Tone, 4-5 p.m. Kopps Lounge, Russ

Tuesday

Wednesday
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TAKIN’ IT TO THE NET
real students, real issues.

Counting Backwards From Twenty:
/

H oning Childhood Memories
in the Public Eye

It was priceless, not to mention hard
on the ears, but Willy Wonka and his new
Special to the Montclairion
chocolate bar was an event to celebrate.
I am big enough to admit that I am
t was almost one month ago that 1 holding onto every ounce of my childhood
as possible. And it’s not just happening to
added another number to my age in
me.
the 20’s. With that one extra digit, I
I can remember each of my male
gained only one thing that I may use from
friends crying over the day their mothers
time to time. And that is the power to
purposefully threw away their entire G.I.
flash my ID and buy liquor.
Joe collection. It was like a broken record
But while I can finally do that, I’m
of “Scarlett was my first real love.”
not so sure I like this idea of getting older
Last week, one of my closest friends
every year. And damn it, I’m not going
from grammar school called me up to an
to take it anymore.
nounce that she had just
It was ju st this past
ordered a whole slew of
weekend that I finally went
shirts encompassing the
into a clothing store and
“I am big enough
bought a shirt I was thor
personalities of the afore
mentioned Rainbow Brite
oughly happy w ith...a
to adm it that I
as well as Straw berry
Rainbow Brite tank top.
am holding onto
Yes, you read correctly.
Shortcake and She-Ra.
She knows where to find
This wasn’t a conscious ef
every ounce o f
the good stuff.
fort.
m y childhood as
You may ask: Why is
I didn’t go into the mall
it
that
all of the characters
with the mission of finding
possible.
from our childhood are
a Rainbow Brite shirt, but
being rehashed into a mar
man was I ecstatic when I _________
keting scheme for a new
saw it hanging on the wall
r
r
generation? I’ll tell you
with all of its other friends
why. Because our car
from my childhood. There
toons and movies were
was Care Bear Stare salute to her left,
and always will be better than this whole
Smurfette batting her eyes to her right,
Pokemon phenomenon. OK, maybe I’m
and just underneath her were those for
getting a little carried away, but my hyste
lorn Pound Puppies. I swear I almost shed
ria is only a product of this ongoing age
a tear.
progression.
And as if that wasn’t enough to make
It is not that I’m nervous about what
my evening fulfilling, our next stop was
my future holds and I am neurotically liv
Toys ‘R Us. Some may not be secure
ing in fear of getting older. I’m just start
enough to admit it yet but, come on, I
ing to realize that I miss being young.
enow each and every one of us goes in to
I miss being able to go to bed and not
say hello to our dear friend Geoffrey the
have to worry about what time I have to
giraffe.
wake up, if I ’m up to date with all my
And once inside the doors, I was like
classes, or that I have enough money for
a kid in a candy store (as the expression
when the car insurance bill rolls around
goes). I was very proud to walk up to the
again. And if a little fix of Toys R Us can
checkout line holding my Winnie the
help me remain in tact for the time being,
Pooh backyard scene, complete with all
that’s all right with me.
the major characters and a swing set.
I mean, if things keep going the way
But what I spied just before the regis
they are now, you may find me honing the
ter was the ultimate ending for my trek to
baby aisles of the supermarket with my
toyland. I was finally going to taste a
hands full of peach and apricot flavored
Wonka Bar.” I heard bells.
From the exit out of the store to the» Gerber, mumbling about how good the
mushed up fruit feels in your mouth.
car ride home, and especially from the un
If you ever do see that, please just look
veiling of this surely magnificent and
away
and try to remain calm. It will soon
wondrous chocolate bar, there was a cho
pass.
rus of “I’ve got a golden ticket...” that kept
ringing in my ears.
By Chantel Paul

I

Jim Jeffreys o f the Bell Atlantic Disabilities Issues Awareness Leaders dribbles
circles around the M S U Red Hawks’players with a fin a l score o f 77 to 75 in
the friendly game last week at Panzer Gymnasium.

•>

Just make your way down to The Sun Spa
for tanning and the 0 2 Bar. Located just
ONE mile south of Montclair State
University, we’re New Jersey’s premiere
tanning salon. Become one of the many
MSU students who routinely tan here for
the price, the results, the convenience
and the ambiance.

taSyNta
Tanning & 0 2 Salon
241 Lorraine Avenue,
Upper Montclair

W ith our generous coupons you can tan
for as low as $4.49 per session!
■Enjoy a 10% Student discount with a MSU I.D.
’ email us at sunspa@gateway.net
Hours:
Sun.
llam-4:30pm
ONE FREE SESSION!
Mon. 12pm-9pm
Enjoy a session in our
Tues. / Wed. 10am-9pm
state of the art facial &
Thur. 10am-10pm
upper body tanner.
Fri.
10am-9pm
Non claustrophobic!
•Rw first time p m ts only.
Sat.
10am-7pm

FREE 0 2 SESSION!
Buy one refreshing
Oxygen Therapy
session and get
one free.
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Out There
AIR MSC

A column exploring important
to gay, lesbian, bisexual, and
transgender communities

By Jackie Parker
Staff Writer

O

ver the past decade, there have been
many films released that deal with
Gay, L esbian, B isexual, or
Transgender (GLBT) issues, and although
these films don’t often see the same public
ity blitzes as major studio releases, there are
many that are definitely worth checking out,
and most can be found at your local video
rental store.
A wonderful 1996 film from the United
Kingdom, “Beautiful Thing,” directed by
Hettie Macdonald, tells the coming out story
of two teenage boys, Jamie and Ste who live
in London’s low-income housing projects.
Jamie is smart but quiet, and hates
school due to the teasing that he encounters
from his classmates because of his poor
soccer skills and shy ways. Ste, a popular
athlete from the same school, lives with his
older brother and abusive father, next door
to Jamie and his mother.
After a particularly brutal episode with
his father, Ste moves in with Jamie and as
they get closer, realize that they are both
unsure about their sexual orientation. They
set out to learn more about the gay commu
nity in London, as well as learning about
the love they have for each other.
Throughout this movie Jamie and Ste
work through the worries and fears that
many teenagers face when deciding to come
out to their friends and families.
Supporting characters, such as Jamie
and Ste’s Mamma Cass’ crazed next door

neighbor, as well as the other leading roles,
make “Beautiful Thing” a realistic, charm
ing, and entertaining film.
The 1999 Canadian release, “Better
Than C hocolate,” directed by Anne
Wheeler, tells the story of Maggie, who
meets Kim, the woman of her dreams, just
hours before her newly divorced mother and
teenage brother move into the warehouse
apartment that she’s subletting from a Les
bian who does safe-sex workshops.
“Better Than Chocolate,” also depicts
the trials that Judy, a transgender woman
goes through on her route to acceptance.
“Better Than Chocolate” is a cute and fun
romantic comedy that has won awards at
both London and Toronto’s Gay and Les
bian Film Festivals.
The ending of this film lacked the
strength of some previous scenes, such as a
negative encounter between Judy and an
other woman in a public restroom, yet it is
still worth viewing. Another plus to this
movie is the excellent soundtrack featuring
great artists such as Ani DiFranco and Bif
Naked.
Although there are many more films that
deal with gay and lesbian issues, hopefully
“Beautiful Thing,” and “Better Than Choco
late,” can lead you on a path to finding and
watching more gay and lesbian made and
themed movies which can and will inform
viewers about issues facing the GLBT com
munity.

FOUR WEEKS TO
MORE FREEDOM FROM

IENN WINSKI/ M O N TCLAR IO N

TAKING FLIGHT: Leo Moraes, Infrastructure Director and D J at 90.3
W M SC goes on air in somewhat o f a different manner during some o f the
spring weather the area has enjoyed recently.

MM

A FOUR SESSION WORKSHOP
Using self-hypnosis and
guided imagery, learn how
you can breathe easier! The
workshop is a complementary
approach to asthma manage
ment and is not intended to
replace medical therapy or
guidance from your health care
provider. Asthma sufferers,
you can’t afford to miss
this invaluable experience!
Thursdays, 12-1 pm,
Bohn Hall Conference Room,
beginning April 13,2000.
To register:
’*
call Mrs. Brown at 4155.

Vegetarianism-it’s a decision that makes sense both in terms of your health and in
terms of putting an end to the cruel tortures that animals must endure when being
prepared for human consumption. If these reasons don’t speak to you, however, con
sider this: cutting meat products from your diet is actually quite beneficial to the envi
ronment. It can save our nation’s forests, which are being cut down at the rate of seven
acres per every developed acre just to be used for raising livestock. It can preserve our
water supplies; more than one half of our country’s HzO is dedicated to animals being
grown for food, and wheat, for example, can be produced with 1/100 the amount of
water it takes to raise an equal amount of a meat product. Vegetarianism can even
purify our lakes and streams since rain washes more animal waste into our drinking
supply than all forms of human pollutants combined, including industrial waste. In
short, it is a lifestyle that benefits you, the animals, and the environment. Now that’s
food for thought.
Data obtained from: American Anti-Vivisection Society. Vegetarianism: For Your
Health, for the Environment, for the Animals. N.p.: AAVS, 1998.
For more information, contact AAVS at 801 Old York Road, #204, Jenkintown, PA
19046-1685 or 1-800-SAY-AAVS. Copies of this and other environmental pamphlets
are available through the Conservation Club, x5102.
Sponsored by the Conservation Club, a class I organization o f the SGA
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W inning the Crown, W ithout the Roses:
D eepher D u d e 2000
By Carolyn Velchik
Feature Editor

Sponsored by the students of
Cooperative Education and
Service Learning
By Kim Corbo*I
Special to the Montclarion

M

ontclair State University has
some worthwhile facets that can
be used as commodities for your
future. One of these programs is called Co
operative Education (Co-op). Co-op is a
twofold curriculum that can be understood
as a mathematical equation.
If you add hands on experience with
classroom interaction, your outcome will be
both a grade including college credits and a
sure way to spice up your resume. The out
come is still the same and your future will
thank you for it.
I was an intern at the Morris Museum in
Morristown, NJ. My initial assignment was
stopped with an uncontrollable faulty air
conditioner located on the third floor of the
museum.
Because of the unfortunate situation, my
first few days there were unpredictable and
sporadic, neither of which I minded in the
least.
I was given the opportunity to steam an
old wedding gown from the 1940’s, tran
scribe an interview of two prominent fig
ures in the art industry, reorganize the
department’s entire book collection, re
search labels for the museum’s curator and
disassemble a rare collection of Indian art.
When I first began as an intern, the mu
seum was displaying probably one of their
most loved traveling exhibits of the year
called, “Recycled Re-Seen: Folk Art from
the Global Scrap Heap.”
More specifically though, the exhibit in
cluded objects made out of recycled mate
rials ranging from the normal to the abnor
mal.
Cars and planes made out of metal sheets
constituted the normal, while a jacket made
from recycled pantyhose epitomized the
abnormal.
The most important thing I learned was
how to handle and pack very fragile and very
priceless objects safely and correctly. These
are the kinds of experiences that one cannot
learn solely from reading a manual.
The end of my internship was much
more focused and repetitive - a job that was
the most “joblike” of any of my previous
encounters.
The museum just received a large dona
tion of ceramics from a very prolific artist,
Albert Green. My job included both photo
graphing and writing a detailed description
for each piece.
In retrospect, I could have painted a dif
ferent picture of my experience. I could
have said that I spent my semester working
for free and going to school, but I see it as
much more.
1hold my internship as a commodity for
my future. There is no way I could dispute
the fact that the ends will both outnumber
and be more beneficial than the means in
my situation.
Going into my internship, I had a great
desire to pursue a career in the museum
field. Ending my internship, though, I am
much more dubious that a career in the
museum field is right for me.
I do not know where my new interests
and experiences will take me, but at least
now I know what working in a museum en
tails and my commodity will most likely pay
off at some point in my future.

F

rom human milk shakes to stripping
men, this year’s annual Deepher
Dude contest was quite an eye
opener. Nine contestants strutted down the
walkway with lights flashing in hopes that
they would walk away with the crown.
The competing men were judged in 5
different categories: swimwear, talent, for
mal wear, interview and cheeroff. In be
tween each, raffles were held giving away
various prizes such as tanning sessions to
Exotic Image Tanning, Loews movies tick
ets and cash.
In order to compete, each contestant
had to pay an entrance fee of $15.00. Most
contestants were sponsored by other organizations on campus including Theta
Kappa Chi, Sigma Delta Tau and Sigma
Delta Phi. Along with the $15.00 fee, each
audience member had to pay $3.00 at the
door to get in. All the money that was
raised was put towards the fight for Cystic
Fibrosis, Delta Phi Epsilon’s National phi
lanthropy.
Prior to the competition beginning,
many of the sponsoring organizations
thought that their men were had the crown
in the bag. Theta Kappa Chi sorority, who
sponsored Dan Doyle from Tau Phi Beta,
said he should win because “Every house
needs a Doyle.” Sigma Delta Tau sorority,
who sponsored Emilio Monaco a brother
of Pi Kappa Alpha, thought that he should
win because “he represents everything a
guy at Montclair should be.”
The first category, swimwear, began
with Joe Blumert from Pi Kappa Alpha
waltzing down the runway in a neon or
ange swimsuit. He got the crowd jumping
for the following contestants including Jeff
Lindsay, sponsored by Phi Sigma Sigma.
He ripped his wife beater off and then pro
ceeded to turn around and show off a state
ment written in black marker on his back
which read, “Save the water, drink beer.”

KATIE RUPPEU/ M O N TC LARIOS

M ike Coyle strips fo r the audience fo r both fu n and profit to charm his way to first
place in the Deepher Dude male beauty pageant.
During the talent portion, Mike Coyle,
sponsored by Delta Phi Epsilon, decided to
allow the crowd the opportunity to deter
mine his talent. Through loud clapping and
screaming, the crowd decided to watch him
strip out of the clothes he was in. After
tempting the crowd with taking his under
wear off and money from the crowd filled
his pants, he ended his performance with a
roundoff into a backflip.
O ther talents perform ed included
cheerleading stunts and lip singing to songs
such as “Let’s Get It On,” “I Touch Myself,”
and “Men In Black.”
The formal wear portion brought most

KATIE RUPPELU M O N TC LA R IO N

J e ff Lindsay stirs it up fo r the audience as M S Us one and only human milkshake on
Monday night in the Student Center ballrooms at Deepher Dude.

competitors down the runway in suits with
white shirts and ties. Mike Coyle decided
to stand out in a black tux, while Dave
Perlmutter took off his jacket to reveal a
flashy, metallic blue, button up shirt. The
crowd went wild when Peter Sung Yung
Kim, a brother of Delta Chi, came out of
the dressing room bearing only a tie, boxer
shorts, and glasses. He danced down the
runway and then over to the judges table.
After all the contestants finished show
ing off their formal wear, the interviewing
came. Each male chose a number and then
was given the question that went along
with the number they picked. Questions
ranged from changing one thing about
yourself to best physical feature.
Dan Pierson, from Phi Alpha Psi (SEN
ATE), was asked, “If you were stranded
on a desert island and could only bring 3
things, what would they be?” “My com
puter, the internet and lots of vaseline.”
Another contestant, Adam Tassoff from
Tau Phi Beta, was asked, “What song title
describes you best and why?” “I’m too
sexy because...nevermind.”
A scream off then took place in which
each contestants name was called and the
crowd screamed and clapped for who they
thought should be this year’s Deepher
Dude. Signs were held high in the air bear
ing slogans such as “Doyle Rules” and “Phi
Alpha Psi doesn’t lie, Danny’s the creamof-the-crop.”
A ten minute intermission happened at
this point where Junior Panhel sponsored
a bake sale in the back of the Ballrooms. 3
different raffles also went off during this
time, including the $ 1.00 50/50 which was
won by the sisters of the William Patterson
chapter of Delta Phi Epsilon.
Finally the moment came to announce
this years Deepher Dude. The second run
ner up prize went to Dave Perlmutter who
was sponsored by Theta Xi fraternity and
the MSU cheerleaders. The first runner up
prize went to Dan Pierson who was spon
sored by Sigma Delta Phi sorority.
Before the winner was crowned, last
year’s winner David Pizzi, a brother of Pi
Kappa Alpha, took his walk on the run
way for the last time. Then he crowned and
put a sash around this year’s Deepher Dude
Michael Coyle, who was sponsored by
Delta Phi Epsilon sorority.
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A Retrospective o f the Macabre Filmmaker David Lynch
By Lorenda Knisel
Assistant Copy Editor

S

tep into a world where dark night
mares dance with strange delights.
The films of David Lynch will fasci
nate you with horror and fantasy, spiritual
ity and romanticism. They will introduce
you to a mythology where the forces of good
and evil still battle it out, love still conquers
all and there’s always something mysteri
ous lurking in the shadows. He puts a spin
on the idealism of Americana in the 1950s
and shows the hidden realms that our cul
ture often ignores.
A painter who’s art has
been shown in many galler
ies in the states as well as
Paris, Lynch has
some of the most irtventive, aes
thetically beautiful, as well as gro
tesque, shots in films than any other
director in the business. Lynch has lost
many people who’ve strayed away from
his non-linear plots and slow pacing. His
work can be difficult to comprehend (as well
as stomach), yet he continues to gamer
praise from many critics and fans for films
that are masterworks of art set in
tion.
The visuals of his films are en
hanced by the haunting, lush musi
cal scores of composer Angelo
Badalamenti. Lynch’s offbeat hu
mor is playful and corny, balancing out
the grandiosity of his other elements. He
doesn’t want to be taken too seriously. No
matter how heavy and depressing his mate
rial gets, there’s always a lighter side where
a guardian angel of sorts reminds us that
heaven is not far away.
Lynch made his first full-length film in
1977, the low-budget, black-and-white
Eraserhead. The film is macabre with its
noir lighting, grainy film stock, dead pan
delivery of dialogue, static noise and silence
as well as subject matter dealing with alien
ation and sexual guilt. It’s hard to distin
guish between reality in the film and the
musings in protagonist Henry’s subcon

scious mind. His life is bleak and escapes
into a fantasy world, somewhere beyond
death, where a deformed doll-like woman
dances and sings inside his radiator.
Lynch treats a true story in an expressionistic way with The Elephant Man. It’s
about Joseph Merrick who was deformed
with neurofibromatosis and went from cir
cus freak to a man of integrity.
Dune is the science-fiction adaptation of
the Frank
H e rb e rt
novd

opening shots of bright red tulips in front of
a white picket fence, juxtaposed with shots
of a large scale insect-infested world below,
shows the duality of the world we live in.
Lynch tells of an all-American town where
innocence coexists with murder and sado
masochism, which was displayed by Den
nis Hopper’s genius performance. It set the
tone for Lynch’s foray into television with
his other masterpiece about small town hor
ror: the series Twin Peaks.
Twin Peaks was a cult sensation, which
shocked, mystified and dazzled television
audiences. It was a
detective mystery in
the form of a soap op
era with the long-run
ning question: Who
killed Laura Palmer?
Many who hadn’t
watched the series
knew the name of the
beautiful homequeen

who

of the
same name.
It’s a future fan
tasy
world
where a messiah is bom to lead the people
of his time out of bondage. The revolution
centers on the control of the spice melange
on the desert planet Dune.
Blue Velvet is known to be his greatest
work to date. It was voted best film of 1986
by the National Society of Film Critics as
well as nominated for Academy Awards for
best film and best director. It is a neo-noir
masterpiece with great bursts of color. The

died a
violent
eath.
The se
ries soon
lost many
TV viewers,
though, as it
becam e too
c o m p lic a te d
with
myths
about
ghosts,
magic and aliens.
In Twin Peaks: Fire Walk with
Me, Lynch delivers a prequel to
the series, which is a week before Laura's
murder. Lynch tried too hard to make an art
film, yet the return of the midget spouting
garbled riddles is a lot of strange fun. His
visuals are excellent, as always, but the plot
is redundant. Anybody who watched the
series knew what happened to Laura. It was
very depressing and lacked Lynch’s usual
humor, which would have redeemed the
drawn-out film. Yet, kudos goes to Sheryl

Lee (as Palmer) for an acting performance
that should have been noticed as Oscar-worthy.
In 1990, Lynch won the Golden Palm
for best film at the Cannes film festival for
Wild at Heart. Lynch said it was his version
of The Wizard ofO z as a road movie where
Laura Dern and Nicholas Cage travel the
yellow brick road of the American highway
searching for love and freedom.
With Lost Highway, Lynch completely
confused newcomers as well as long-time
fans. If you watch it 10 times you probably
still wont figure it out. Patricia Arquette
plays two women who are completely iden
tical except for their hair color. The char
acter, Fred (Bill Pullman) murders his wife
Rene, the brunette Arquette, doesn’t remem
ber it, lands in jail and by some means trans
forms into the character, Pete (Balthazar
Getty), who then falls in love with Alice,
the blonde Arquette. Along the journey, the
characters meet a ghostly figure that seems
to be everywhere at once and transforms
from evil into good. The film defies all logic
and seems to exist in a dream world. The
best scene is where Alice and Pete make love
basked in the stark glow of headlights.
It’s surprising that, with the sex and vio
lence he is known for. Lynch would return
to film this year with the G-rated Straight
Story. Richard Farnsworth, nominated for
an Academy Award for best actor in the film,
plays an elderly man who’s lost his driver’s
license, due to poor eyesight. He travels
several hundred miles in six weeks to visit
his dying brother by way of the only means
of transportation he is allowed: his riding
mower. The film is a warm-hearted inspi
rational tale. This is not unusual for Lynch,
although he usually balances good and evil
themes and has never before stuck to only
one side of the coin.
Is Lynch branching off into new terri
tory, trying to lure a new audience in? Is he
growing as an artist and taking a detour in
style? Or will his next film bring back his
strange and dreamy ways? We won’t know
for possibly four to five years. Lynch, as an
artist, takes time creating such boldly origi
nal and finely crafted works.

The Struggle Between Friendship and Freedom in O f Mice and Men
By Joy Renee Selnick
Managing Editor

Play: O f Mice and Men - A two act drama
about the life of two farm laborers.
Date/Time: April 6-8, 13-15 at 8 p.m.
April 9 at 2 p.m.
April 14 at 1 p.m.
Place: Studio Theatre (SP200)
Price: $10 (standard), $7 (faculty, staff,
alumni, and seniors), $5 (students)

J

ohn Steinbeck’s classic tale of two farm
laborers comes to life in MSU’s De
partment of Theatre and Dance’s pro
duction of O f Mice and Men.
Adapted from the 1937 novel, the play
revolves around the troubles encountered by
the man-child Lennie and his protector and
companion George during the Great Depres
sion.
Marc Schneider leads the cast with his
performance as George. He slips easily into

COURTESY O F HARVARD S TU D IO

(1 to r): Steve Tarantino (Lennie) and Joelle Binder (Curly's Wife) rehearse a scenejrom

the upcoming production o fO ( Mice and Men.

the role, making it appear as if the part was
specifically written for him. His confidence
and talent are apparent as his character
struggles between his self-imposed obliga
tion to protect and care for Lennie and his
obligation to protect society from Lennie.
Steve Tarantino tackles the difficulties
of the role of Lennie with ease. Although
occasionally overacting the part, Tarantino
is successful in combining the innocence,
naivite, and physical strength necessary for
this part. His performance is convincing,
leaving the audience unsure of whether it
should be scared of or feel sorry for his char
acter.
Other strong performances are delivered
by Doug Rigg as Slim, another laborer, and
Bryan Matland as Curley, the boss’s son.
Although supporting roles, these perfor
mances rival those of the leads.
As the only female actor in the play,
Joelle Binder (Curley’s wife) is, unfortu
nately, overshadowed by her male cast
mates. Her character is flat and unmoving
until her final scene. Only then are we able
to see Binder’s talent in the role of Curley’s
wife through the dramatic and rapid change
of her character from the sweet, subtle ges
tures she gives to Lennie to the terrifying,
climatic violence of her death.
Brian Parks as Candy and Tremayne
Pinckney as Crooks, both disabled laborers,
also add their talents to this ensemble. Both
characters personify isolation and both ac

tors perform their roles well. Parks occa
sionally slips and overacts the part, but more
than makes up for it in the scene where
Carlson (Larry Phillips), kills his aging dog.
Here Parks shines in the subtleties of his
character during the silence just before and
follow ing the sound of the gun shot.
Pinckney’s role only serves to support the
rest of the cast. Even when he displays tal
ent with his jealous mocking of Lennie and
George’s relationship in the second half of
the play, we see very little of his capabili
ties.
Phillips, Salvatore Pizzo as Whit and
Bill Kerlin as The Boss round out this cast.
Their minor roles, however, do little more
than fatten the list of players.
Without the help of the set and costume
designers, the cast would not be as convinc
ing as it is. The set designer, W. Scott
MacConnell, converted the stage into a rus
tic bunk where much of the play takes place.
Thanks to a rotating stage, the bunk is
quickly and easily transformed into a for
est.
Smaller stages are set off to the sides
and are wheeled open to reveal the barn and
Crook’s bedroom. The set is simple, but ef
fective. Anything more would have created
clutter confusing to the eye.
The costum e designer, Chelsea
Harriman, however, had a relatively easy
See O F M IC E A N D M EN on p. 15
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Electrifying Hard Rock by Korn and Staind
By Nicole Padilla
Staff Writer

K

orn freaks had a special treat on Sat
urday night when Korn played the
first of two area shows. The Sick
and Twisted tour features Staind and Spike
and Mike’s Sick and Twisted Animation.
Despite the redundancy of the title, it was a
Friday. April 7
very entertaining event.
Staind is a hard-core four-piece band
Champale, Luna. Bowery Ballroom, New
hailing
from Springfield Massachusetts,
York, NY. (212)982-6138
consisting of singer Aaron Lewis, guitarist
Heroine Sheiks, W harton Tiers. CBGB’s,
Mike Mushok, bassist Johnny April and
New York, NY. (212)982-4052
drummer Jon Wysocki. They are one of the
Vertigo. Le Bar Bat, New York, NY.
most intense acts around today; it is a shame
(212)307-7228
that half the audience was not present for
Tina Turner. Madison Square Garden,
their performance. Staind played seven
New York, NY. (212)465-6741
songs off their album, Dysfunction. They
played “Just go,” “Home,” and “Crawl,”
which lead singer Aaron acknowledged
Saturday. April 8
“This one made it on the Scream 3
soundtrack.” Aaron has an incredible vocal
Tina Turner. Madison Square Garden,
range, with which he does everything from
New York, NY. (212)465-6741
croon softly into the microphone to scream
Korn, Staind, M indless Self Indulgence.
like a demon from hell. Going along with
Nassau Coliseum, Uniondale, NY.
Aaron’s vocal talent, John, Mike and Johnny
(516)794-9303
play with amazing depth and clarity.
The closing of their set was phenomenal.
They played “Mudshovel,” a song that has
Sunday, April 9
been getting some play on mainstream ra
dio. Aaron sang the song in the crowd be
ing held by security, while fans pushed as
Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young.
Continental Airlines Arena, East Rutherford, close to him as possible. The spotlight shone
on him while sweat beaded on his forehead
NJ. (201)935-3900
and he screamed “you can feel my anger/
you can feel my pain/you can feel my torment/driving me insane.” Meanwhile, on
M onday. April 10
stage John, Mike and Johnny played for ev
erything
they’re worth, and then some.
The Spinatras. Mercury Lounge, New
After
Staind finished their set, the lights
York, NY. (212)260-4700
dimmed
for
a different form of entertain
Karsten Troyke w ith David W itten.
ment: Spike and Mike’s Sick and Twisted
McEachern Recital Hall, MSU. x4379
Animation. The festival of sick and twisted
animation is the work of cartoonists from
all over the world, some nominated for
Tuesday. April 11
Academy Awards. The idea of having car
toons for half an hour to keep the audience
Juliana Hatfield. Fez, New York, NY.
entertained while the crew switched the sets
(212)533-2680
was a brilliant idea. The audience was com
Da Brat, Mariah Carrey. Madison Square
pletely transfixed by what they saw. How
Garden, New York, NY. (212)465-6741
ever, unless you were directly in front of
the stage, you could not see the screen. If
you want to see some of Spike and Mike’s
W ednesday. April 12
work, check out their website at http://
www.spikeandmike.com.
Medeski, Martin and Wood. Angel
The main event: Korn in all their twisted
Orensanz Center for the Arts, New York,
glory. They opened their set with “Falling
NY. (212)529-7194
Away From Me,” the first single off their
album, Issues. Singer Jonathan Davis was
Crazy Town, Methods o f Mayhem. Irving
dressed in a black sheath that went down to
Plaza, New York, NY. (212)777-6817
his ankles, while guitari s t s
M unky and Head
seemed content in their
jumpsuits, as did bass
ist Fieldy, sporting a
Friday. M arch 24
w ife-beater shirt and
khakis. Missing from
Ready to Rumble, Dir: Brian Robbins.
the
line-up was drum
David Arquette, Oliver Platt, Rose
mer
David Silveria, who
McGowan, Scott Caan, Joe Pantoliano,
injured
his wrist last month. Mike Bordin,
Martin Landau, Steve Borden, Page
who
has
played with Ozzy Osbourne and
Falkinburg.
Faith No More, will be playing with Korn
until David returns in May.
The stage was a round platform, with
two additions on the side, and a platform on
Of Mice and Men, at Studio Theater,
top of the main stage where the drum kit
Montclair State University. (973)655-5112
was placed. Over center stage was a huge
Opening April 6 running Thursdays through
gothic-looking chandelier, which featured
Saturdays, Sunday, April 9 at 2 p.m. and
life-size dummies of the band. There was
Sunday, April 14 at 1 p.m. until Sunday,
wrought-iron work along the back of the
April 14.
stage, which also featured a large video
Durang One A ct Festival, at NY Comedy
screen. Video screens were displayed on
Club. 241 East 24th Street, New York, NY.
both sides of the stage as well. During the
April 7 at 9 p.m. and April 9 at 3 p.m.
show, the screens alternated between pic
(973)743-6634.
tures of the band playing. Spike and Mike’s
A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to
animation, and just plain-old bizarre videos.
the Forum, at Mount Hebron Theatre. 173
The additions at the sides of the stage were
Bellevue Ave., Upper Montclair, NJ. April 7for Korn fans who won the special seats
8, 14-15 at 8 p.m., and April 9 and 16 at 2
through a contest on the radio station 92.3
p.m. (973)239-4454
WXRK.
Apartm ent 26, R ollins Band. Irving Plaza,
New York, NY. (212)777-6817
No Doubt, Suicide Machines. Roseland,
New York, NY. (212)
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COURTESY OF EPIC RECORDS

Korn is “Sick and Twisted, ”and the fans have always askedfor more.
Korn played a ten-song set before they
took a brief break. Jonathan has amazing
stage presence; he knows how to work it to
his best advantage. The highlights of their
set were “Got the Life,” “Ball Tongue,”
‘Twist,” “A.D.I.D.A.S.” and “Clown.” In
the middle of “Clown” Jonathan stopped
singing while Fieldy, Head, Munky, and
Mike stopped playing their instruments and
froze on stage in a freakish tableau. They
remained frozen for a good two minutes
while the crowd went wild, screaming their
adoration for the band. Then they jumped
back into “Clown” where they left off, gave
an awesome finish, and then took their
break.
During this break, a camera followed
back stage, where Fieldy had a microphone
and an announcement. Apparently, the
people from the Guinness Book o f World
Records were present because Korn wanted
to set the record for the loudest sound sys
tem. Fieldy also stated that the band would
like to see Staind perform one of their songs.
So with that, Staind came out and did a su
perb cover of “Need To.”
After Staind left the stage, the opening
chords of “Shoots and Ladders” filled the
arena. Out of the center of the
stage rose a platform hold
ing Jonathan Davis, now
wearing a black kilt and
playing his bagpipes. As
he was being lowered
from the platform, the rest
of the band joined him on
stage.
For the second half of their set
they played “Freak on A Leash,” “Make Me
Bad,” “Faggot” and “Kill You.”
When they played “Make Me Bad,” the
chandelier dropped, so you could see the
dummies swinging around, with the words
“Sick” and ‘Twisted” in lights like a carou
sel from an evil carnival. The dummies were
dressed in straitjackets and looked exactly
like each member of the band, except for
their big green glowing eyes; which was in
spired by the album art featured on an alter
nate cover for the Issues album.
Once they finished ’’Kill You” the band
left the stage for the second time. Jonathan
emerged after another costume change, this
time wearing a silver jumpsuit. For their
encore, Korn performed “Blind,” which is
definitely one of the best songs they have
ever done. Everyone was on their feet jump
ing and screaming along with the band.
The only thing that was sick and twisted

about this show was the alarming number
of 12-year-old kids escorted by their par
ents. Other than that, the show was every
thing you could expect from Korn and com
pany: they rocked and showed their appre
ciation to the fans. If you missed them this
time around, tickets are still available for
their April 8 show at Nassau Coliseum.
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Comedy and Music Combine to Create the Film High Fidelity
By Krista Strobe!
Staff Writer

F

inally, a romantic comedy, told quite
literally from the guy’s point of view,
that succeeds in delivering a truth
about why some men simply cannot get it
right when it comes to love. Based on the
novel by Nick Hornby, High Fidelity ex
plores the life of a 30-something record store
owner whose love life has just come to an
other crashing halt. When yet another girl
friend moves out on him, Rob Gordon finds
himself at such a loss that he embarks on a
mid-life-crisis journey to discover why he
is alone and constantly rejected. Director
Stephen Frears (Dangerous Liasons, The
Grifters) brings Hornby’s novel to vivid life
on the screen. Set in the musical heart of
Chicago, the film takes its shape from the
backdrop of pop culture and rock and roll.
Rob constantly makes a Top Five list for ev
erything, including his Top Five Break-ups,
while his employees in the record store also
join in this game with categories such as Top
Five Death Songs.
John Cusack delivers Rob’s character
with a wonderful blend of sarcasm and sin
cerity. Fans of this actor will enjoy this film,
especially since most of his diatribe is de
livered directly to the audience. Cusack is
very believable as a pop music junkie who
does nothing but lose himself in rock and
roll, bumming around clubs and organizing
his albums autobiographically. Iben Hjejle,
who plays Rob’s girlfriend Laura, compli
ments Cusack’s character by bringing to life
a much more grounded woman who has
drifted from her boyfriend because she has
grown up, while he has not changed at all.

Creating the cast of supporting charac
ters is a list of actors who make up quite an
ensemble of at least decent performances.
Lisa Bonet portrays Marie DeSalle, the
lounge singer who catches
R ob’s eye during his
struggle with loneli
ness.
Tim
Robbins is
the Eurohi ppie
Ian

the worldly man Laura runs to when she
feels it necessary to leave Rob. Catherine
Zeta-Jones, Lily Taylor, and Joelle Carter
make appearances as ex-girlfriends of
Rob’s. A pleasant surprise was
Joan Cusack, playing the
quirky friend of Rob
and Laura. And,
there is an
even big
ger sur
prise;

COURTESY OF TOUCHSTONE PICTURES

a cameo by one of Jersey’s finest rock and
roll legends (hint: it is NOT Bon Jovi).
A major element of success in this film
is the duo of Jack Black and Todd Louiso,
playing the only pair of employees at Rob’s
record store. Jack Black is Barry, the self
rightous and very obnoxious employee who
constantly delivers a stream of sarcastic as
sault at anybody in the store, and refuses to
sell records to the musically ignorant.
Louiso portrays Dick, a soft-spoken musi
cal scholar who plays off of Barry very well.
When this pair is together on screen, laughs
are guaranteed.
The great thing about this film is the
backdrop of pop music. Complimented by
a killer soundtrack including The Kinks, The
Velvet Underground, Bob Dylan, John
Wesley, Stevie Wonder, and Stereolab, there
is something for everybody to enjoy in this
film. Various pop culture icons are shown
in posters, t-shirts, and record albums (vi
nyl!) throughout the film, which is fun to
notice. Flashbacks to the 80s accurately de
pict fashion and music of the decade; from
high school to college, from Debbie Gibson
styles to old school punk rock and metal.
High Fidelity is an excellent choice for
a date film; it’s light on the romance and
heavy on the sarcasm, yet it’s not vulgar or
gratuitously sexual. It is also a great choice
for a film to see with friends for a good
laugh. Its third act drags out somewhat as
the mood of the film changes, becoming
somewhat cliche in its conclusion, however
the laughs and kick-ass music make up for
that. Though not Oscar worthy, this film
scores points for being funny/entertaining,
and nostalgic. High Fidelity will fair as a
fun night out for anybody, especially those
pop music junkies who never shut up about
music.
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His life is in pieces,-.,.
that fit,,
Mark knew more about crime than
he did about building. Today, lie s
learning more than carpentry. He's
learning that he is valued, able.
and important to his community.

L E S S Cf?I?V1E IS
fHICI 4 C ‘C I I 3 E N T
------ -----------It t a k e s y o u —
a nd p ro g ra m s th a t w o rk .

What happened?
You happened!
Adults like you helped Mark and
other kids build a better community
and a foundation for success,
Programs like these are bringing
out the best in kids and the best
in their communities.

Call 1-800 WE PREVENT and we II
send you a free booklet on how
y o u and your community can keep
kids away from crime and crime
away from kids,

job as most of the cast wore denim, over
alls, flannel or thermal shirts and cowboy
hats. The only variety was in the costumes
of Curley’s wife, which consisted of an as
sortment of flirty, flowered dresses.
Jim Ligon does a good job directing this
cast. He creates atmosphere that balances
out with character and emotion keeping the
audience involved. Ligon kept a close eye
on detail, keeping the entire play realistic
and believable.
The frighteningly realistic atmosphere
is clear during the climatic fight scene be
tween Curley and Lennie. Though Lennie
is much larger than Curley, there is no men
tal challenge between them, allowing Curley
to push Lennie to the breaking point. When
pushed too far, with the help of George’s

advice, Lennie easily pounds Curley to the
ground.
Ligon also allows tension to grow and
awkwardness to surface when Candy reluc
tantly agrees to allow Carlson to execute his
old dog. The silence is truly deafening dur
ing the scene as Candy uncomfortably lays
curled in his bed as three other characters
play cards. When the gunshot is heard from
offstage, there is a stiffness and guilt felt
within everyone. The subtleties of each
character and the specific attention to detail
create an emotionally disturbing effect, and
show the incredible talent of Ligon.
Thanks to good direction, sets, and cos
tumes, as well as strong acting, the play is
excellent and well worth the price of admis
sion.
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The Voice of
Montclair State
Last week, we asked you:
W hat further efforts are necessary in
order to effectively voice the campus
opinion on arming MSU police?

You told us:
■‘Use the campus radio, WMSC.’
Heather Gaydarik
junior, history

“Set up a table in the middle of the student center
quad so people can write down their opinions and make
them available to be presented to the school newspaper.”
Judy James
freshman, business

‘Talk to students in the student center cafeteria and
Ratt. Put signs up, talk to people and give out flyers.”
Armando Silva
undeclared

“Continuous rallies and gatherings against campus
police having weapons, and for The Montclarion to let
the students know the current updates on the situation.”
Sam Childs
psychology

Let your voice be heard!
C all 655-7616 or e-m ail

MSUoplnlons@hotmall.com
to respond.

T h I M o n t c l a r io n
Montclair State University
113 Student Center Annex
Upper Montclair, New Jersey 07043
E-mail: montclarion@hotmail.com
Phonr. (973) 655-5169 Fax-. (973) 655-7804
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E ditors
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But Should It?

■

Mold. Not exactly something that you would want associated with your local doctor’s office. Similarly, MSU
students would not want the health and Wellness Center to be moldy and dirty. But what about the people who have to
work there?
The Health and Wellness Center in Blanton Hall had been temporarily moved to the Student Center room 106 due to
the potential of an unusually large amount of mold that could grow on the floors and ceiling of the Health and Wellness
Center.
The problem initially started during Spring Break. The old pipes in the building, which burst and caused an electri
cal fire, also flooded the dormitory. The water, which seeped into the floor and then into the ceiling of the wellness
center, added moisture to the room which allowed for the mold problem to worsen. The pipes that burst were called
PVC pipes, not good quality pipes made of copper. Copper pipes would most likely have made this situation prevent
able. The Health and Wellness Center Staff was forced to relocate to the Student Center, having been told that they
would be able to reenter when the repairs to the dormitory were finished. Now, however, there is no guarantee that they
will be able to move back any time soon due to the mold.
There were two types of mold that were found in the walls, floor, and ceiling. The first is a common mold called
Ulocladium. It is relatively safe, and is found in shower stalls and bathrooms. It is the second mold that has caused the
concern. It is called Stachybotrys. At present, the mold is not airborne, and so for now the threat is minimal. However,
if the stachybotrys was to become airborne it could be extremely hazardous to those coming in contact with it. People
with allergies and asthma are already at risk of respiratory problems if they spend too much time in exposed areas of the
Wellness Center.
With the room that the Wellness Center has been given is extremely cramped. Students are asked to wait in the
hallway of the Annex because there is so little room inside. And because of the limited space, signs have been posted
outside room 106 stating that only emergency cases will be accepted. When a staff member from The Mont&arion went
to the Wellness Center with the flu, he was told that he could not be helped due to the situation.
The mold problem was discovered by an industrial hygienist hired by MSU over Spring Break who officially
declared that a problem was evident. Another inspection will eventually commence to see if indeed the old Health and
Wellness Center is suitable for use by the campus medical staff again. As for the future of the Health and Wellness
Center, they have stated that they hope to return to their original spot behind Blanton Hall, or be relocated to a more
spacious area on campus.
Isn’t this typical of MSU? So much concern was put toward getting the bad press eliminated that they failed to meet
student’s and campus employee’s best interest. Instead of making sure that the rooms and offices in Blanton Hall were
safe, the university chose to simply push everyone back in and get the situation over with. But now another problem has
been created. If only emergency cases are being accepted, students will not be able to receive care for their health
problems or treatment for illnesses. Students who are asthmatic, or have allergies to spores or molds, are now at risk of
suffering respiratory problems simply because they went to the wellness center for help. Shouldn’t a place where
physical well-being is the main priority be clean and free of dangerous molds?
And what about the people on the medical staff? Should their health be jeopardized because of cheap pipes? Isn’t
that something the university could have easily prevented? One nurse working in the wellness center has already
experienced breathing trouble because of extended exposure to the mold. Is this just going to go on until someone
asphyxiates? Clean the place out before someone does!
*"
The question posed here is one that has been posed far too often at MSU: where is our money being spent? It should
be put toward some sadly needed repairs on the university’s main buildings. Would it have really cost so much to repair
the pipes? Isn’t it worth it to ensure the safety of those who work and study here? The health and welfare of those who
reside and work here is justifacation for what would surely be a minor increase in spending. The time has come for MSU
to stop worrying about minor details and start worrying about the people who make this university the great place it is.
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Head to Head-Tackling Fan-Fan
When Great Ideas Don’t Fly:

SGA Has Not Learned From Past

The SGA and Fan-Fan

Mistakes in Fan-Fan Decision

ven Peltonen has
nomics of the plan. Mauer was angered that
a great idea. It in
the SGA would even consider tossing
volves injecting a
$30,000 - the equivalent, essentially, of
little bit of life into a
C.L.U.B.’s entire budget for the 1999 - 2000
com placent cam pus,
academic year - at a non-SGA organization.
getting a bunch of
In a letter read before the SGA, Julie
people to express them
Fleming, Executive Producer of Class One
selves and, above all,
Concerts (another SGA organization that has
giving MSU and the sur Justin
seen its budget cut in recent years), ex
rounding com m unity
pressed sim ilar
VELLUCCI
something different to
concerns, raising
IJlitor-ln-C hit /
do on a weekend in early
questions about
May.
the planning of
The idea is Fan-Fan, a three-day festi the event. This
val of the arts and an enigma that has been raises another is
rearing its head around campus in the form sue entirely.
of sharp, self-aware advertisements and
W hile Fanimmense word of mouth since the fall.
Fan existed in the
Most students, after hearing any of those m inds of those
who have dedicated themselves to promot trying to promote
ing Fan-Fan, would agree that it’s a great it and on the bill
idea: something to show the world that boards and ran
Montclair Suitcase University does, in fact, dom
articles
have a pulse after Thursday night and some p o c k -m a rk in g
thing that maybe, just maybe, would bring campus, it did not
a substantial number of people closer to fully materialize
gether, even if just for a weekend.
as an event for the
However, last W ednesday Fan-Fan SGA to even ad
failed to get two-thirds of the legislative vote dress until a
that it needed to gain SGA sponsorship and couple of months
support. So, the question remaining on past. At that time,
everyone’s lips is: Why?
early proposals
The fact of the matter is that Fan-Fan is began to fly and
a great idea that seemed to slowly fall to the brick walls be
pieces as more and more people decided to gan to form.
put their hands to working the angles of
Fan-Fan expected 5,000 people to attend
“getting it off the ground.” While initial the festival through the meeting but had, at
plans in the fall were optimistic, to say the best, sketchy plans for security officers.
least, in terms of attendance
Fan-Fan wanted to pur
and scheduling, they were
chase and/or construct
also somewhat realistic.
three fairly large stages
M ore sad and sorry
Peltonen and the others be
but did not consider in
than the obstacles,
hind the event talked about
surance matters or what
having live bands and stag
would happen if the
however, was how
ing dance pieces and theat
weekend of May 5 - 7
rical performances in the
everyone chose to
was met with electrical
Student C enter Quad.
storms. Then, the very
deal w ith them .
There was talk of vendors
logistics of the space
from Montclair and Upper
available started to be
Montclair and involvement from other cam an issue.
pus organizations. All of these were plau
The tentative dates for Fan-Fan posed a
sible.
problem. The dates fell right around final
By the time Fan-Fan hit the floor of the exams and would interfere with Residence
SGA for a vote, however, it had grown into Life’s 24-hour quiet policy. Plans were also
a $30,000-plus disaster-in-progress, an being made for Alumni Weekend. Every
event that many within the SGA and its week seemed to present a new problem:
branches of campus organizations were be Where would 5,000 people park? Were
ginning to fear. And who could really blame bathrooms being provided for those attend
them? Here were a group of students out ing? What were the guidelines for accept
side of the fray of chartered organizations ing assistance or even money from outside
asking for a huge sum of money to stage an sponsors?
event that, at best, was going to be one of
SEE VELLUCCI O N P. 20
the most interesting messes MSU had seen
in years.
C.L.U.B. President Carolyn Mauer was
one of dozens who went in front of the SGA
before the Fan-Fan vote to tackle the eco-

legion and once again
lashback, fall 1999. Despite months
1
they returned to the SGA
of hard work by the Student Govern
asking for support. This
ment and Administration, the Goo
f t
time they did not ask for
Goo Dolls concert was canceled due to lack
assistance but rather for
of interest and student apathy. Fast forward
money to put on this
to March 29, 2000. Despite months of
event they had planned.
preparation and hard work, a large group of
Suddenly the SGA real
students were denied the funds to put on
ized how serious this
Fan-Fan, a three-day arts festival at MSU. Bill
In contradiction to GUARDINO was. This was no fluke,
no wild fantasy which
the former event, the
would be shelved away
latter was not can
obU paN
along with the dreams of
celed due to lack of
'S o
interest by the stu adequate parking and cheaply sold books.
dent body. Rather This was a real, conceivable event that was
the event was not seemingly going to happen.
Now things had progressed too far.
supported due to the
apathy and lack of Rather then stepping in at the beginning of
interest from the this project and guiding it along the way the
SGA let it grow unattended. Only when
SGA itself.
It has been a long things became too big to ignore did the SGA
four years for me so finally buckle down and deal with Fan-Fan.
They had limited themselves to really
far and at least one
more lies ahead. I two options: give them the money and let
have seen attempts at them go put this on and pray all goes well,
student program  or deny them the money and deny MSU stu
ming fail time after dents what they really want. In the end they
time. “How do we chose to deny the students their dream and
get students in Fan-Fan quickly died with one vote of the
volved?” is a ques legislature.
This is not to say the SGA should be
tion that SGA as well
as adm inistrators blamed for denying money to Fan-Fan.
have asked repeat Considering the lateness of the request and
edly. So far, we have too many questions still unanswered, things
no good answ ers. could have got messy. What we should hold
But what would we do if we did have activ SGA accountable for is failing to embrace
what the students wanted, for failing to lis
ity on campus?
Beginning in October a small group of ten to what MSU really wanted. But more
students set forth to organize a huge event. than that, the SGA should recognize that
they did not take this
It was to be unlike any
group of students seri
thing ever done on cam
ously enough to show
pus. It was to be an arts
T his was no fluke,
them the proper way to
festival filled with mu
go about things.
sic sculptures and the
no w ild fantasy
Fan-Fan was some
atre. A small group of
w hich w ould be
students last chance to
students brought the
see some great program
idea forth but did not get
shelved away along
ming at MSU. We, as a
good feedback. After
w ith dreams o f
all, if the SGA could not
student governm ent,
failed to represent those
sell out the Goo Goo
adequate parking
who elected us to our po
Dolls then how would
and cheap books.
sitions. With the cancelwe possibly make some
ing of Fan-Fan, the SGA
festival in the spring
has affectivity turned the tables on the stu
work?
So, Fan-Fan was told to drum up sup dent body. No longer do the apathetic stu
port from the students to work on the festi dents wait around for the SGA to put on
val. And so Fan-Fan recruited nearly a hun events. Now the apathetic SGA simply
dred students to work on this project, con waits for students to come up with new pro
tacting bands and creating a vibe on cam gramming to deny.
pus for this festival. Probably the largest
non-SGA group in history was formed to
bring about this single event.
Time soon grew short for the Fan-Fan
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Next Week:

By the tim e Fan-Fan h it
the Boor, it had grown
into a $ 3 0 ,000-plu s
disaster in-progress, an
event the SGA and its
branches were
beginning to fear.
Justin Vellucci is a junior English major.
This is his first year as Editor-in-Chief o f
The Montclarion, and third as a colum
nist.
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Arm ing Cam pus Police
This is the second in a series of head-to-head columns dealing with a single topic
viewed from different angles.
Keep an eye out for future head-to-head columns!

W hat w e should hold
the SGA accountable
for is failing to
em brace w hat the
students w anted, for
failing to listen to
w hat M SU really
w anted.

Bill Guardino is a senior human ecology
major. This is his first year as a colum
nist fo r The Montclarion.
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Violating Federal Antitrust Laws:
W hat Lies Ahead for Bill Gates and Microsoft?

T

he ruling has i
come down. On
April 3, 2000, |
U.S. District Judge Tho
mas Jackson ruled I
Microsoft violated fed
eral antitrust laws, setting
the stage for one of the I
most important and cru- Justin N.
cial punishments to ever
be handed down. Jackson
Opinion l’iific I.ditor
could impose sanctions I
ranging from restrictions on Microsoft’s
business practices to the disassembly of
Microsoft itself.
This all started in June 1990, when Fed
eral Trade Commission secretly investigated
a possible collusion between Microsoft and
International Business Machines Corp.
Facts were inconclusive and the FTC com
missioners voted 2-2, thereby taking no ac
tion. July 15, 1994 saw Microsoft and the
Justice Department sign a consent decree
saying the software mogul cannot require
computer makers that license it’s Windows
operating system to also license any other
software product, but Microsoft may de
velop “integrated products.” Fast forward
to Oct. 20, 1997 when the Justice Depart
ment asks Jackson to fine Microsoft $ 1 mil
lion per day for allegedly violating the con
sent decree by bundling Internet Explorer
with Windows 95. Microsoft responds say
ing the browser is an integrated part of the
operating system. Dec. 11 of the same year,
Jackson issued a preliminary injuction
against Microsoft, requiring the unbundling
of the Web browser from the operating sys
tem. On Jan. 22, 1998, fearing contempt
citations, Microsoft signed an agreement al
lowing computer manufacturers to install
Windows 95, minus Internet Explorer.
In what appeared to be the first ruling
favoring Microsoft, the Appeals Court, bn
May 12 ruled that the injunction against
Windows 95 did not apply to Windows 98.

But six days later, the life of hell for Gates
How are we going to be affected in the
and Co. began. The Justice Department, 20 short term? If Jackson decides to break up
U.S. states and the District of Columbia filed Microsoft into smaller, competing firms,
major new antitrust cases alleging Microsoft how are we to handle what’s going to be
abused its market power to thwart the com thrown at us? After the ruling, Gates said,
petition. The first of the rulings came on “This ruling turns on its head the reality that
Nov. 5, 1999. Jackson rules the holding of consumers know - that our software has
monopoly power by Microsoft with the helped make PCs more accessable and more
Windows OS, thereby beginning months of affordable to millions...” After a breakup,
failed settlement proposals and arguements, we would be looking at the possibility of
finally culminating with the verdit handed having a myriad of OSs on the market, with
down just the other day.
a myriad of programs, and a myriad of so
Now the question lies open: what does lutions. This is not a wise decision.
Microsoft do while they patienty wait for
After the announcement of the ruling on
the punishment to be
Monday, the NASDAQ in
handed down?
dex fell 349.15 points, one
Thus far, current “Through alm ost ten
of the worst fallouts in his
plans have not changed.
tory, and the Dow Jones In
dustrials rose 300.01
Microsoft went ahead years o f adversity, they
with its scheduled re have still risen to the
points, one of it’s biggest
lease of Windows 2000
gains
in
history.
top o f the market, and
only a month ago.
Microsoft’s market value
Plans for W indows they’ve done it right
fell near $80 billion. What
M ilennium Edition
does that mean for us?
along w ith whf«t
(Windows ME) are still
Well, it means that inves
on schedule, and it’s re everyone has been
tors are pulling out of the
lease is slated for later
high-tech industry and in
pushing against them.
this year.
vesting in cheaper alterna
T e n t a t i v e l y , _______________
tives. What we have be
M icrosoft and Bill
come accustomed to today
Gates have planned to enter a completely will not be of the same quality tomorrow.
new realm of entertainment: console video We are going to see a broader market filled
games. In fall 2001, Gates and Co. plan to with cheaper and lower-quality alternatives.
release the Microsoft X-Box. This will Personally, all I see this as is an attempt to
come nearly a year after the release of the discredit and destroy an industry that had
Nintendo Dolphin, slated for January 2001. it’s share of problems in the past, and has
What will Microsoft count on as it’s edge finally found stability and success in a com
in this highly competitive business? Pre pany we all envy.
liminary specs include a 600-Mhz Intel
So, an astounding “YES” to sanctions,
Pentium III chip, with an internal 8-GB hard and an resounding “NO” to a breakup. In
drive. The system will be DVD and Internet support of Microsoft I may be, even I can’t
ready. Preliminary reviews place this sys deny the fact that Microsoft did, in fact,
tem near the top of the market. Microsoft abuse its power when it came to Internet
ought to have a tremendous head start in the Explorer in the early to mid- 1990s. By forc
area of games, owning three of the top 10 ing its packaging, we didn’t allow browsers
PC games, including Age Of Empires II.
such as Netscape to blossom m an industry
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where the Web browsing was becoming an
imperative part of everyday life. It’s one
thing to tinker with the market of operating
systems - it’s a small market with relatively
few alternatives, not due to Microsoft. But
with web browsers, is it really that impera
tive that you use a browser given to you for
free by a certain company? Web pages are
written in hypertext markup language
(HTML), a format that is recognized by ev
erything from operating systems to word
processors, from spread sheet creators to text
writers, on all platforms of OS whether it
be Windows, Macintosh OS, Linux, or Unix.
My point being, it doesn’t matter what
you say or try to do against Microsoft. They
play an important part in the technology in
dustry, and there is nothing we will ever be
able to rule against that will stop them.
Through almost ten years of adversity, they
have still risen to the top of the market, and
they’ve done it right along with what ev
eryone has been pushing against them.
Can’t we just accept that and incorporate it
into society right next to AT&T and AOL/
Time Warner? When it comes to something
we would like to all have a hand in, evi
dently not.

Justin N. Bourgeois is a junior B.A. the
atre major. This is his first year as Opin
ion Page Editorfor The Montclarion, and
his second as a columnist.
i /

Fan-Fan Co-coordinater Issues Open Letter to the Campus C om m unity
Dear Student Body,
As one of the head coordinators of the
Fan-Fan Arts Festival I would like to speak
a few minutes about the events of last
Wednesday’s SGA meeting. It was at this
meeting that the bill for SGA sponsorship
was shot down by the legislation. I want to
let it be know that I was not angry, just dis
appointed that the SGA would choose to
deny the students of MSU an opportunity
to come together and unite through art. The
debate over Fan-Fan turned into an excuse
for several of the class I organizations to
complain to the SGA about recent budget
cuts, and the ideals of Fan-Fan were lost
somewhere along the way. Fan-Fan is not a
few individuals asking for a lot of money;
it is a few organizers asking for $30,000,
three percent of the total SGA annual bud
get, to unite the clubs, artists, fraternities,
faculty, staff, and most importantly, the stu
dents of M.S.U. Can we put a price tag on
unity? Well, apparently the SGA can.
While upset, I am not angry with the
SGA for their decision, however, I must
expess my disgust in one individual’s cam
paign against FanFan and multicultural
unity. This individual is the SGA’s director
of student programming, Robert Vincent. It
is in my opinion that this individual sought

to undermine Fan-Fan every inch of the way
by threatening budget cuts to organizations
if they did not speak out against the festi
val. He also lied to the SGA legislators
about the time commitment that they would
have to put into the festival, thus leadingseveral of them to vote against the bill. He
lied directly to Sven Peltonen, Fan-Fan co
coordinator, and myself about his intentions.
I did some research and discovered through
discussions with several organizations and
individuals, who will remain nameless for
their sake, that this is a common practice
for Robert Vincent. He fights student in
volvement and creativity in favor of red tape,
and I think he is causing far more harm to
this school than any other one individual. I
think it would be in the best interest of the
SGA and the student body of MSU if Rob
ert Vincent were to resign and give his po
sition over to someone who want to work
fo r the students.
FanFan started itself as a grassroots or
ganization and with last Wednesdays deci
sion, it will return to that. The festival will
go on and in some ways, it will be even bet
ter. We are back to negotiating and can ob
tain most of the equipment we need through
donation. If you want to help, get your or
ganization involved, or have an idea you
would like to share, I encourage you to

check out our web site, get in touch with us
via email at fanfan@fanfan.montclair.edu,
or voice at 655-5120. FanFan is for the stu
dents, by the students. We can pull this to
gether but we need your help. What do you

The Week In Politics

want to make of your future?
Make it Fan-Fan.
Bret S. Morgan
Fan-Fan Co-coordinator
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Arming Campus Police is Essential to our Safety

M

y last article regarding the use of
alism and integrity. lean
a weapon against an unarmed
speak for all law en
man in a New York City incident
forcement personnel and
has put me in the line of fire. Again, I feel
say that we hope we
that I have to be in defense of my brother
never encounter an inci
officers. I am outraged by the display of ig
dent where we need to
norance demonstrated by the quotes and ar
draw our weapons.
ticles concerning the use of weapons by
Unfortunately, there
campus police. As a law enforcement of
are crim inals in this
ficer for the past ten years and an MSU stu
world. Criminals have
dent, I am compelled to speak for my broth
criminal minds. This is
( (tinnìnisi
an 1(jea that most every
ers in blue about issues that people either
fail to realize or refuse to acknowledge.
one reading this article can never fully un
The March 23 issue of The Montclarion derstand. My experience working in correc
listed the reasons for using a firearm. The tions has shown me a side of life I never
first reason listed was self-defense. Along knew existed. Many criminals have shown
with self-defense goes protection of others. that from the point of perpetration, arrest,
Protecting and serving the community is incarceration and release they have little, if
basically what our job entails. The second any respect for human life (including their
reason listed was crime prevention. Think own) and authority. They want to accom
about that for a moment. Crime prevention. plish whatever crime they are committing
Police are deterrents for crime. If a crime without any interference. The majority
happens to take place, shouldn’t they be seems to lack the guidelines and/or moral
fully equipped to handle any situation that istic framework that we unconsciously live
arrives?
with.
The inability of MSU campus police
I am a correction officer in a county jail.
We go through the police academy training, officers to carry weapons severely limits
and qualify semi-annually. Along with the their capacity to act as full-fledged police
firearm qualifications, officers must watch officers. How zealous would you be in re
many films, which are mandated by the state sponding to a crime in progress where you
of New Jersey. One such film deals with the know a weapon is involved and all you have
justification and use of force. We are then is more campus lighting and a bulletproof
tested about the use of force policy. Being vest? How about responding to a sexual as
issued a weapon is not something that is sault wherein the perpetrator far outweighs
taken lightly or arbitrarily. People think we you and the victim?
walk around like “tough guys” because we
What a disservice to the victim and the
carry a weapon. True, the weapon becomes community if while that victim gets raped
a conscious part of your body. We must be and murdered, you need to radio and wait
aware of it at all times. We are aware of for back up. I know I don’t need to insert
when and how to use it. When it is fired or statistics about how many seemingly petty
drawn it is a part of our training, profession domestic violence cases escalate into crime

S tu d e n t Issues A pology
to Residence L ife
Dear fellow students,
I am writing to publicly express mysincerest apologies to Dr. Melinda O’Brien and
the entire department of Residence Life for
my recent letter to the editor in which I made
some innapropriate comments. Dr. O’Brien
is far from unprofessional and despite the
way she handled my personal disciplinary
situation earlier this term, I still feel that she
deserves the respect of all students she
serves. My words were a poor attempt to
find personal restitution for the circum
stances I had been involved with. I admit
ted wrongdoing and was punished accord
ingly. While I think the situation could have
been handled much differently, I do feel that
Dr. O’Brien and the entite staff did what they
felt was best for the campus community.
My references regarding residence
maintenance problems were also unfounded.
During my time as a resident student I only
lived in Blanton Hall, so I can’t comment
on the conditions of other buildings that I

knew little about. Blanton may have had a
lot of problems, but my personal problems
with Residence Life had nothing to do with
these.
I am registered to transfer to Rowan
University for Fall 2000 and I bid all of you
that I have had the pleasure of getting to
know a fond farewell. MSU is a great aca
demic institution, but its campus life issues
can’t be addressed by the administration,
rather by each and every student commit
ted to making a difference. School is what
you make of it, so try to have fun. But re
member, your reasons for being here are not
to have fun, but to work and prepare for a
successful future.
Best wishes MSU and thanks for some
great memories. I will be back from time to
time, but Rowan is a chance for a new be
ginning and I eagerly accept the challenge.
Ryan B. Smith
English major

T he M o n tc la rio n M ailbox Policy
• All letters must be typed, preferably on disk (text only format) or via e-mail. • Letters exceeding
500 words will not be considered for publication. • Once received, letters are property of The
Montclarion and may be edited for length, content and libel. • Letters will not be
printed unless they include the author’s name, major, social security number and
phone number or e-mail address. • Only one letter by an author will be printed each
month. • Submission deadline: Monday, bv midnight • Letters may be submitted
through e-mail to MSUopinions@hotmail.com or sent to:
The Montclarion - Attn: Opinion Page Editor, Montclair State University,
113 Student Center Annex, Upper Montclair, Nj 07043.

scenes involving weapons and sometimes crime, an officer is duty-bound to press for
ward in the face of danger. It is because of
death.
In the March 30 edition of The Mont- this duty that a firearm becomes a neces
clarion, President Cole has been slated as sary tool to protect oneself and others. With
picking a wrong time to make this decision out that tool, police are left with no other
about arming our campus police due to the choice to stand back, evaluate the situation
publicity of racial profiling and police bru and decide if the potential severity warrants
tality incidents. It must be reiterated that calling for back up. Giving the campus po
there are judges, lawyers, doctors etc., in the lice firearms under certain conditions is ri
world that abuse their title. The rest should diculous and unconscionable.
Maybe the Board of Trustees needs to
not be held accountable for the mistakes of
the few. Overall, on a national average there have a son or a daughter living on campus.
Maybe if it were their son
are more police officers
or daughter that was in
who perform their duties
volved in one of the 15
successfully everyday
“Contrary to
incidents involving a
than there are police offic
popular belief, we
weapon they would have
ers who get indicted on
an easier time making
brutality cases or wrong
do consider this
their decision.
ful shootings.
We put our trust in the
“Having guns are not
hom e, and all w e
ability of our local police
the answer,” according to
ask are a few m inor
departments. The cam
Richard White, a member
pus police are no differ
of the Organization of Stu
adjustm ents that
ent. We need to put our
dents of African Unity. He
w ould make our
trust in not only their re
is absolutely correct. Guns
sponse time but also their
are not the answer. A
hom e safer.
capabilities of handling a
trained and fully-equipped
situation as efficiently
police force is the answer.
and effectively as pos
An armed uniformed po
lice officer is a symbol of authority, of sible. Having unarmed police is like asking
peacekeeping and the best deterrent to them to do half their job. Give them the tools
crime.
they need to serve and protect.
Hypothetically, if the campus police had
Keeping the peace and a peaceful cam
pus is a desirable idea, but one that is far had firearms since their inception, would the
too idealistic in a world where there are protesters and the Board of Trustees now
people who may not care about you, your be inclined to take away their weapons?
possessions or your life. Why give them the
decision to make that a reality? No one,
including police officers, like to put them Molly Meyers is a senior English major.
selves in harms way. While a citizen can This is her second year as a columnist for
choose not to get involved in witnessing a The M ontclarion.
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The Police State Theory
Amadou Diallo was shot 41 times by the
New York City police for pulling a wallet
out of his pocket. Abner Louima was bru
talized with a toilet plunger and suffered per
manent injury due to this same police de
partment. In Los Angles there is the everexpanding rampart scandal, where police
planted drugs and guns on people to incrimi
nate them and even shot a handcuffed per
son in the head and then helped send him to
prison as a criminal. A few years ago in
Philadelphia, there was a. similar police
scandal.
The U.S. media treat these incidents as
abberations with no real systemic cause, and
even liberals and leftists maintain that all
that is needed is civilian oversight. I
dissagree with both these viewpoints.
The police in the United States serve the
same purpose domestically as the military
and the CIA do in foreign countries: to keep
the poor people in their proper place. For
example, the CIA overthrew a government
in Guatemala on behaf of the United Fruit
Cofnpany and a government in Iran on be
half of the American oil companies, thereby
eliminating governements that were giving
in to the needs of the poor.
Public safety is a concern of the police
departments, but it is only a secondary func

tion. The primary function of the police is
to repress dissent, strikes, demonstrations
and any organized threat to the existing
property relationships in society. In other
words, it is to protect capitalism.
At times, the National Gaurd can serve
this same function. On April 20, 1914 the
Colorado National Guard opened fire with
machine guns on a tent colony, striking min
ers, killing men, women and children in
what became known as the Luudow massa
cre.
Corporate crimes, in terms of pollution,
unsafe working conditions, unsafe, products
and wars to protect their interests, cost the
country far more in lives and property than
all the crime committed by poor people. Yet,
how many corporate executives does one
find in prison.
If anyone doubts my analysis, just read
A People's History o f the United States by
Howard Zinn. The documentation is very
extensive.

Gary Sudborough
Bellflower, CA
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The Misconceptions of Arming Campus Police

I

am writing this week to combat the
slanted
view
taken
by the
newspaper and many of the campus
community in regard to whether or not the
MSU Police should have handguns.
It would appear to me that few consider
the police department to be a “real” police
department, and that those working for it
are “real” police officers. Many of my
friends refer to them as “just CP, not actual
cops,” and I think this is what is contribut
ing most unfavorably to this issue. All of
our police are trained at police academy, the
same training that “real” police officers get.
To them, side arms are the tools of a police
officer, not fun toys that they will sling
around campus to show off their power.
The next major misconception is most
likely visual: only the police officers would
get guns, not the booth guards, and not the
members of the bike patrol that are just se
curity guards.
Next misconception: that racial profil
ing is rampant in the MSU Police Depart
ment. Jill Nuber’s front-page article last
week strongly suggests that this is one of
the fears of those who oppose the latest gun
proposal. While one should not be chas
tised for reporting the facts, perhaps the re
porter might have shown some journalistic
integrity by looking into thé records of com
plaints against the MSU PD, and reporting
what those figures reveal. But I guess that
doesn’t make for good news in a paper that
already has an opinion on the subject. I
would like to emphasize that this department
should not be blamed for something they
have not done.
Next misconception: that this has any
thing to do at all with Amadou Diallo. Yeah,
I did just say that. While I was out on the
prowl a security guard told me that since
the issue came up everyone likes to stop him
on bike patrol and ask him what he thinks.
Mr. Vidro says that somehow everyone
brings the issue back to the murder of Mr.

Diallo. When is the last they believe in.” Perhaps they could use a
time someone has actu little help on the brainpower end of things ally been beaten by signs like “Keep it real, guns kill,” while
MSU Police? When is being very pop-culture, do not speak well
the last time a complaint for your movement, and in fact suggest that
has been filed against maybe the cops should have guns. I would
them that was so egre like to know why we are assuming that be
gious that they cannot cause nothing has gone seriously afoul at
William R
be trusted to hold side MSU, that nothing will. Is there any pro
arms, despite their train tection at all for campus residents if an
GRAY
ing in them, and despite armed sociopath with intent to draw blood
the fact that guns are tol wandered onto our campus? No. Do we
erated in the hands of police departments not have a problem with kids bringing guns
across the nation and the world?
to school in the United States? We do. Of
Mr. Vidro would like to know who you course I’m sure that has nothing to do with
think should have guns?
this while racial profiling
* "* * * ^ ^
does.
Perhaps proudly coming
from a police family I
Lastly, this comes
“If you w ant their
know a few facts that just
down to an issue of re
protection, and
might change your mind
spect. You do not have
about this subject. The
to respect the police.
you w ant them to
two most dangerous
That goes for police any
things a police officer
where. But if you want
protect you and
does in this line of work,
their protection, and you
your rights, give
starting with the least
want them to respect you
dangerous, is to pull over
and
your rights, treat
them the respect
them with the respect
a motor vehicle, and to
they deserve.
they deserve. This de
answer a domestic call.
Th ink about how danger- _____________
partment does not de
ous that can be on this
serve to be treated as
campus and on Clove Road for both duties. though it participated in the State Police’s
During the day anyone can drive through. profiling of motorists. Furthermore, this de
Having to enter someone’s home, even a partment is not the NYPD Street Crimes
dorm room, can be extremely life-threaten Unit. They are not out to get numbers. They
ing if the occupant is frightened of some are here to serve and protect us, particularly
thing. Have we not had an attempted sui the campus residents. Treat them as you
cide this year? Was a freshman last semes would treat anyone who serves and protects
ter not shot to death by her boyfriend? you. Give them the tools of the trade.
Didn’t a former MSU teacher recently make
terroristic threats against his former employ
ers and bosses? Yes. Bad things can hap
pen at good o f MSU, and some things have
already touched our community on a very
Bill Gray is a freshman computer science
negative level.
“It’s good to see the campus community major. This is his first year as an editorial
hasn’t lost the guts to fight for something colomnist fo r The M ontclarioa
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Get Facts O ut in the Open
Before A rm ing Campus Police
First of all, police officers are supposed
to “keep the peace” not add to the problem.
Second of all, where and when does the line
get drawn? If criminals get guns and then
police get guns, that’s only a temporary so
lution because next there will be bigger
guns. We need an open forum for this where
actual facts are brought to the students’ at
tention, such as a rise in criminal activity,
or actual testimonies from police officers
who feel it is necessary for a firearm.
I do sympathize for police officers, they
have a tough job. But, does giving them
guns make their job easier or better? I per
sonally want them to become better offic
ers; and yeah officially they’re cops, but
what cop do you know that graduated from
the academy said, “I want to be an officer at
MSU?” I could graduate dentist school with
a C- and be allowed to put a drill in my hand
but we’re talking about guns here. Also,
the fact that MSU has the fifth largest crime
rate out of nine schools is a fact that could
go either way, like saying that we’re the only
school that doesn’t have armed officers.
That could be something to be proud of.
What’s the student population at these other

schools compared to ours? What areas are
they located in? We also have to keep in
mind that it’s not just the officers who are
vulnerable when not being armed, it’s pri
marily the students. We are the ones that
will have things happen to even before se
curity gets involved.
I know the reality of the situation is that
there are people out there who are going to
commit crimes, possibly against us, and
that’s a scary thought. That’s why when I
read this article, I thought, “Whoa, we need

“I know the reality o f
the situation is that
there are people out
there that are going to
com m it crimes,
possibly against us,
and that’s a scary
thought.

to talk about this.” I personally want to ask
somebody some questions and get some
answers before anything goes through.

John Rodriguez
physical education

More sad and sorry than the obstacles,
however, was how everyone chose to deal
with them. The SGA seemed to have had
an incredibly laissez-faire relationship with
the event from the start but, once the tides
began to turn and the concept looked like it
was fast becoming a reality, it got messy.
And, instead of somebody stepping in to
help Peltonen and his crew get the event
done right, people began to complain.
When Fan-Fan got its own post office
box in Upper Montclair or accepted money
from bigwords.com, people who could have
helped to guide them did not. Instead of
stepping in and explaining the process of
estimating security costs or the guidelines
of financial and insurance liability, they
grumbled and groaned. Where the SGA
could have stepped in and kept down the
cost, one of the biggest points of debate in
the whole escapade, many instead com
plained about how the group’s members
were not of the SGA cloth. So, what were
they to expect when the- members of FanFan went before them last week asking for
$30,OCX), some $10,000 of it bookmarked
for incidentals (color programs, promotional
items, t-shirts) while countless acts would
be performing for free?
While it’s safe to say that the SGA
should be wary when any group working
outside of the loop comes to them asking
for money, it should also be safe to say that
the SGA should work double-time to ensure
that, if things get done, they get done right.
In September, after the incredibly wellintentioned but very under-attended SGA
Festival carved its name into the history of
student activities at MSU, I wrote, “It’s go
ing to take a genius with a bucket full of
cash to throw away to provide this univer
sity with what it most definitely lacks-student life.” This is true.
With Fan-Fan, however, we might have
come closer than we have in years to really
nailing half of that equation. There are stu
dents out there with ideas on how to make
this university blossom, how to give it some
sense of spirit outside of the walls of our
classes and our residence halls.
Some students join organizations such
as Class One Concerts or WMSC and
breathe new life into them, providing new
ideas where a firm foundation already ex
ists. Other students break new ground, a
great example from this academic year be
ing A.S.S.I.S.T. and their endless stream of
student coffeehouses in the Rathskellar,
quite possibly one of the most exciting new
additions to what administrators refer to as
our “campus life.”
While the SGA needs to be incredibly
cautious in how it plans and funds student
activities and big events it also needs to put
its best foot forward when planning these
events, or working them to completion.
While I would not have supported the SGA
giving $30,000 to put on Fan-Fan as it was
currently proposed, I think that there is defi
nitely more than a kernel of a great idea to
Peltonen’s brainchild.
Looking forward, if we can manage to
refine these big ideas into a tangible reality,
maybe we all won’t be so scared or quick to
throw in the towel when someone proposes
going out on a limb and seeing if a new idea
can fly.
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Fan-Fan: A Good Idea i f Planned Well
As Director of programing for the SGA,
Inc. I feel that I must address the issue of
Fan Fan.
As early as October of last year, I met
with the organizer for approximatly two
hours on the idea of putting together an event
that has come to be known as Fan-Fan. As
director of Programming, I was quite inter
ested in any student wanting to do an event.
The prospect of someone planning an
event like this would make my job easier
from a programming .point of veiw. At my
suggestion, I encouraged the organization
to out this great vision in writing as a pro
posal.
At the end of January, some three months
later, I again met with Fan-Fan. Again I
asked for a concrete budget proposal. At
this time, I had discussed the idea of com
ing upo with a few different menus that
could be geared toward Class I organiza
tions which could perhaps co-sponser the
event. Menus were to include a price lis t,
talent and activities geared towards some of
the Class I organizations.
To my dismay, there was no reply until
there was a scheduale with John Griffen,
President of the Student Goverment Asso
ciation. At this time the original proposal the proposal on which I told the organiza
tion to get price bids —was submitted (with
out price bids or budget) to John Griffen.
Again, Fan-Fan was asked to get a work
ing working budget for this event. The or
ganization, dismissing what was requested
by the SGA went to our Appropriations
meeting and, after a five-hour meeting, the
bill was tabled until the following week,
when they were asked to get a budget and
the bids from vendors for the event.
Although the budgets were not complete
the following week, the Appropriations
Committee decided to bring this bill to the

floor of the legislature, at which time. Fan
Fan agreed to have everything ready, in writ
ing and ready to go. Unfortunatly, that was
not the case.
As Director of Programming, it would
be my responsiblity to coordinate the event
within the SGA if we were to sponsor the
event. During the organization report, I gave
each legislator a written report that read in
part:
“In the spirit of cooperation, I need leg
islators to sit on the committees for this
event as well as legislator to implement the
event. As you know, this is a very large
undertaking and there is little time to pull
this off in a manner that is worthy of the
SGA. Your support is vital.”
A fter listing the com m ittees and
responsibilities to implement the event, I
ended the report with the following:
“In order to best serve the vision of Fan
-Fan, your participation is vital to the suc
cess of this event. The students who de
signed this event have worked very hard in
making a truly exciting event. As legisla
tors deciding the future of this event, please
remember your responsibilities in serving
the committees.”
As we all know, the bill did not pass.
There were a number of reasons for this.
First, to set the record straight, it was just a
little over a month ago that this legislative
body voted to adjust the financial lines to
“pay o ff’ the deficit left from the previous
year and to keep a balanced book. Our Class
1 committees were slashed $23,00 to ensure
fiscal responsibility. How could our legis
lators, in good concious give $31,00 to a
non-organization after fiscally restructuring
our most active organizations?
There is no arguement that the students
responsbile for the vision of Fan-Fan are
extremely gifted. There is no argument that

this event has the potential to be very suc
cessful. There is concern that having an out
door event during finals would be very dis
ruptive to students trying to study, especially
for three days. There is also the Alumni
Association to consider. Is it wise to have
an event that potentially would be disrup
tive to our alumni—our main contributors
to financial aid for students?
I, who feel this event could be very ex
citing would like to challenge the creators

to do this event in the Fall when we have
“Welcome week,” a Student Government
Fair and we are all beginning to settle into
school —not at the end when school seems
unsettled to most students.

Robert Vincent
Director of Programming, SGA

A rm ing Campus Police M ay Jeopardize
Stundent’sSafety
I would like to say something about
arming the campus police. What could pos
sibly justify giving the police guns? Show
ing up after a break-in with a gun would
accomplish what exactly? Maybe they
need to shoot out the tires of speeders on
Clove Road. Maybe the guards at the gate
are actually paying attention for once and
noticing someone driving on campus with
out a decal. That warrants a gun?
Katherine W. Ellison said in her article
that she believes the officers on campus
should have guns because certain classroom
incidents, “had they escalated, would have
needed an armed officer.” Really? Was
there a shoot-out threat in the classroom?
Were the students in any way armed? The
arguments for guns keep pointing to the
Clove Road break-in where one shot was
fired. Is this the basis for the need for guns?
The police reports in our paper state
such arbitrary happenings, like a Blanton
Hall faucet leaking. Does this warrant a
gun? If you can show substantial reason
for arming officers other than the fact that

they are looked down upon and feel like
“fake” cops, then maybe a debate would
actually be needed.
Arming the police officers on this cam
pus is completely illogical and unneces
sary. We would be creating a situation that
doesn’t need to exist. Train police as you
will, but there will still be accidents. Does
anyone watch the news? We do not live in
an area of high violence. If there were
constant break-ins, constant threats, any
constant form of violence, then I could see
how it would make sense to consider
bringing up such a proposal.
If guns were to be added to our cam
pus I would have serious reservations about
coming to school on a daily basis. I would
be uneasy, and I know several others would
as well. Therefore, I believe letting this
happen would cause a lot more harm than
good.
Jennifer Minchin
junior, English major
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Summer I
M a y 1 5 -J u n a 2 1 , 2 0 0 0
A K T S A C O M M U N IC A T IO N

.

ARTH101 APPROACHES WESTERN ART
ARTH102 APPROACHES TO NON-WEST ART
ARTH331 ART IN NEW YORK
ARTS215 WOOD MATERIALS & DESIGN
ARTS220 PAINTING & COLOR THEORY
ARTS240 CERAMICS
ARTS260 TEXTILES & DESIGN
ARTS270 PHOTOGRAPHY
ARTS310 ADVANCED SCULPTURE
ARTS315 WOOD MATERIALS & EXP DSN
ARTS323 CHINESE INK PAINTING
ARTS395 INTERNSHIP
ARTS399 EXPLORATORY DRAWING*
ARTS399* PENCIL REALISM WORKSHOP
ARTS415 FURNITURE DESIGN STUDIO
ARTS423 ADVANCED CHINESE INK PAINTING
ARTS451 VISUAL COMMUNICATION LAB
COMMIOI INTRO TO THEATER
COMMllO COMMUNICATION IN ACTION
C0MM115 THEATER PRODUCTION LAB
COMM 120 MASS COMMUNICATION
C0MM121 INTRO COMMUNICATION THEORY
COMM210 MEDIA WRITING.
COMM220 RADIO & TV
COMM222 PRESS IN A FREE SOCIETY
COMM225 AUDIO PRODUCTION
COMM226 EFP & VIDEO EDITING
COMM234 FILM AS A MEDIUM
COMM244 COMM. RESEARCH FOUNDATIONS
COMM260 ORAL INTERPRETATION
COMM280 THEATER WORKSHOP I
COMM290 THEATER WORKSHOP II
COMM330 TV INTERNSHIP
COMM363 PUBLIC SPEAKING
COMM399 HONG KONG/TAIWAN STUDY TOUR*
COMM425 TV WORKSHOP-GAMBIA
COMM463 GROUP DISCUSSION
MUS120 MUSIC APPRECIATION
MUS 158 MUS TECH 1
MUS 276 COMP WORKSHOP I
MUS 277 COMP WORKSHOP II
MUS 278 COMP WORKSHOP III
MUS 303 MUS MGMT INTERNSHIP
MUS 317 HIST AMER POP MUS (1950)
O ra d v a te
ARTS523 CHINESE INK PAINTING
ARTS580 COMPUTER ART & DESIGN
COAR599 SEMINAR IN RESEARCH ANALYSIS*
MUS 558 MUSIC TECHNOLOGY

B U S IN IS S
U n d e rg ra d u a te
ACCT211 FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING
ACCT212 MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING
ACCT410 TAXATION I
ACCT490 INTERNSHIP IN ACCOUNTING
ECON201 MACROECONOMIC PRINCIPLES
ECON202 MICROECONOMIC PRINCIPLES
ECON210 ECONOMIC STATISTICS I
ECON310 MONEY & BANKING
FIN 310
MONEY & BANKING
FIN 320
CORPORATE FINANCE
FIN 400
INTERN! FINANCIAL MGMT
FIN 435
PRINCIPLES OF INVESTMENT
FIN 490
INTERNSHIP IN FINANCE
LAW 201 LEGAL ENVIRONMT BUSINESS
MGT 202 INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS
MGT 300 PRINCIPLES MANAGEMENT
MGT 305 MGMT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
MGT 306 ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR
MGT 309 INTERNATIONAL MGMT
MGT 431 PRODUCT/OPERATION MGMT
MGT 460 BUS STRATEGY/POLICY
MGT 480 SEMINAR MANAGEMENT
MGT 490 INTERNSHIP IN MANAGEMENT
MKT 310 MARKETING
MKT 316 MULTINATIONAL MARKETING
MKT 475 TRANSPORT/BUS LOGISTICS
MKT 490 INTERNSHIP IN MARKETING
O n u h ia t.
BSCO601 FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING
BSC0604 MGT PROCESS/ORG THEORY
BSC0608 MARKETING MANAGEMENT
BSC0613 PRODUCTIONS OPERATIONS MGT
MBAE776 BUSINESS GOVMT SOCIETY
MGT 704 HUMAN RESOURCE MGMT
MKT 785 INDUSTRIAL MARKETING
E D U C A T IO N
U a d o ra ra d o a to
COLLEGE RDG/RATE IMPROV
BRI 109
CIED203 TEACHING AS PROFESSION
CIEE413
TECHNOLOGY ACROSS CURR1C
CIRL229
LITERACY & LEARNING
CIRL330
RDG STRAT CONTENT AREAS
TECH IN CLASSROOM
CISE415
SPED307 ASSESSMENT CHILD WITH DISABIL
SPED320 PRACTICUM II IN SPECIAL ED
O r a d u a t.
CIEE511
ED AND PSY THRY APPLI
TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION
CIEE605
CIRL626
LIT FOR ADOLESCENTS
CISE564
MODERN EDUCATIONAL PRACTICES
CMAT677 INSTR THRY/PRCT MATH
CMAT678 INSTR THRY/PRCT SCI & HLTH
CMAT680 SCHOOL AND SOCIETY
CASE STUDIES IN COUNS
CSP621
SPED542 FNDATNS LEARNING DISABIL
H U M A N I T I I S A N D S O C IA L S C II N C IS
U n d . r g ir a d w a t a
AACS150 RACISM AND SEXISM IN US
AACS155 JUSTICE AND RACISM
AACS211 BLUES TO RAP
AACS215 AFRICAN HISTORY I
AACS261 AFR-AFR-AM CARB RELIGION
AACS311 AFRICAN LITERATURE
AACS322 CARIB LITERARY EXPERI
ANTH130 INTRO TO ANTHROPOLOGY
ANTH354 FORENSIC OSTEOLOGY
ANTH408 INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA
ENG 108 BASIC WRITING
ENG 110 WRITING EFFECTIVE PROSE
ENG 150 INTRO TO LITERATURE
ENG 303 AMERICAN LITERATURE TO 1865
ENG 305 LIT WEST EUROPE TO RENAISSANCE
ENG 313 DRYDEN/POPE/SWIFT
ENG 323 20TH CENT EUROPEAN FICTION
ENG 331 CREATIVE WRITING
ENG 350 ETHNIC AMERICAN LITERATURE
FR 110
BASIC FRENCH 1
FR 111
BASIC FRENCH II
HIST101
FOUND OF WESTERN CIV
HIST102 THE WEST AND THE WORLD
HIST205
US: THROUGH RECONSTRUCTION
HIST260
HISTORICAL METHODS
HIST350
AMERICAN SLAVERY
HIST480 SEMINAR. HISTORY/MODERN
GERMANY

ENV 115
ENV 315
GEO 150
GEO 334
GEO 335
MATH106
MATH110
MATH111
MATH115
MATH116
MATH120
MATH130
MATH160
MATH161
PEAC251
PEAC252
PEAC255
PEAC354
PEAC450
PEAK163
PEAK261
PEAK267,
PEEL203
PEEL204
PEEL223
PEEP490
PEGE150
PETC311
PETC330
PETC361
PHYS110

GENERAL GEOLOGY
INTRO OCEANOGRAPHY
WORLD REGIONAL GEOGRAPHY
GEOGRAPHY OF AFRICA
GEOGRAPHY OF LATIN AMER
BASIC MATHEMATICS WITH ALGEBRA
CONTEMPORARY MATH
ELEM ALGEBRA WITH APPLICATIONS
COLLEGE ALGEBRA
PRECALCULUS
FINITE MATH
ELEMENTARY STATISTICS
CALCULUS 1
CALCULUS II
FIRST AID & SAFETY
CARDIO-PULMONARY RESUS
SPECIAL PHYSICAL EDUCTN
TESTS & MEASUREMENT
PSY-SOC DIMENSIONS SPORT
TRACK & FIELD
FIELD HOCKEY
SWIMMING
GOLF
TENNIS I
AEROBICS
INTERN IN EXERCISE PHYS
FITNESS FOR LIFE
MOVEMENT EDUCATION
CONTEMP METH,MAT,£tEVAL-DRIV ED
SELACT PE PROGRAMS
INTRO TO PHYSICS

BIO 710
CODS609
NUR 502
NUR 604
NUR 606
NUR 700
NUR 703

SEMINAR MOLECULAR BIO
GRAD CLINICAL PRACTICUM
HEALTH CARE INFORMAT1C LAB
ADVANCED NURS PRACTICUM I
TEACHING STRATEGIES
ADVANCED NURS ROLE PRACT
THESIS SEMINAR

Summer II
J u ly 3 -A u g u st 9 , 2 0 0 0

M a k in g a D ifferente
O n e D egre e a t a Tim e
M o re C hoices • M o re C ou rses
O u tstan d in g Facu lty
W o o d e d Hilltop Cam pus

IT 110
PHIL110
PHIL227
POL 110
POL 120
POL 399
PSY 110
PSY 202
PSY 210
PSY 250
PSY 260
PSY 320
PSY 322
PSY 330
PSY 350
PSY 351
PSY 353
PSY 382
PSY 410
PSY 480
SOC 101
SOC 102
SOC 214
SOC 218
SOC 231
SOC 271
SOC 354
SOC 365
SOC 367
SOC 399
SOC 482
SOC 485
SPAN106
SPANDO
SPANDI
SPAN210
SPAN488

BASIC ITALIAN I
INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY
EASTERN PHIL/RELIGION
INTRO TO POLITICS
AMERICAN GOVERNMENT
ELECTIONS AND CAMPAIGNS*
GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY
EXPERIMENTAL LAPPL STAT
DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCH
PSYCH CONSCIOUSNESS
PSYCH BUS/INDUSTRY
PSY OF ADOLESCENCE
GROUP DYNAMICS
ADULT DEVELOPMENT/AGING
THEORY PERSONALITY
ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY
PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY
OPERANT MODE BEHAVIOR
INTRO COUNSELING/PSYCH
SEMINAR IN PSYCH
PRINCIPLES OF SOCIOLOGY
SOCIAL PROBLEMS
SOC RESEARCH METHODS I
HISTORY OF SOCIAL THEORY
SOCIOLOGY OF THE FAMILY
SEXUALITY IN MODERN LIFE
SOCIAL STRATIFICATION
SOCIAL DEVIANCE
JUVENILE DELIQUENCY
ST: SOCIOLOGY OF WOMEN
SENIOR SEM IN CRIM JUSTICE
SENIOR SEMINAR IN SOCIOLOGY
INT BASIC SPAN I & II
BASIC SPANISH I
BASIC SPANISH II
INTERMEDIATE SPANISH 1
SEMINAR IN LATIN AMERICAN CINEMA

WS DO
WS 150
WS 399

WOMEN'S CHANGING ROLES
RACISM/SEXISM IN THE US
LIFE PASSAGES/FEMALE EXPER*

ENG 640
PSY 618
PSY 630
PSY 691
SOC 550
SOC 567
TBED542

SHAKESPEARE TRAGEDY/ROM
PSYCHOTHERAPY THEORIES
INTELLECTUAL TESTING
CLINICAL PRACTICUM II
CONTEMP ISSUES IN LIFE COURSE
COMM SUPVR OF OFFENDERS
SOC PSY PROC MULTCULT EX

S C IIN C B A N D H I A L T H
U a d a rg ra d a a ta
GENERAL A & P I
BIO 112
APPLIED A & P
BIO 114
BIO 118
BASIC ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY I
HUMAN BIOLOGY
BIO 120
FIELD BIOLOGY
BIO 130
BIO 163
GENERAL BIOLOGY 1
BIO 170
BASIC MICROBIOLOGY
CHEM031 COLLEGE CHEMISTRY: LAB
CHEM051 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY I: LAB
CHEM060 GEN CHEM I LAB
CHEM131 COLLEGE CHEMISTRY: LEC
CHEM160 GEN CHEM I LEC
CHEM251 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY I LEC
CMHL120 CURRENT HEALTH ISSUES
CMHL210 WOMEN'S HEALTH
CMHL452 METH, CURR & THEO IN SC HLTH ED
CMHL490 HUMAN SEXUALITY .
CMHL491 DRUGS AND HEALTH
CODS261 SPEECH DISORDERS
INTRO COMPUTER BASIC
CS 130
CS 201
COMP LIT MICROCOMP APPL
CS 230
COMPUTER SCIENCE I
CS 240
COMPUTER SCIENCE II
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A R T S A C O M M U N IC A T IO N
U n d e rg ra d u a te
ARTS285 3 D COMPUTER GRAPHICS
ARTS385 ADV 3D COMPUTER GRAPHICS
ARTS395 INTERNSHIP
ARTS399 MAKING ARTIST BOOKS*
COMMIOI INTRO TO THEATER
COMMllO COMMUNICATION IN ACTION
COMM115 THEATER PRODUCTION LAB
COMM210 MEDIA WRITING
COMM222 PRESS IN A FREE SOCIETY
COMM244 COMM. RESEARCH FOUNDATIONS
COMM280 THEATER WORKSHOP I
COMM290 THEATER WORKSHOP II
COMM363 PUBLIC SPEAKING
MUS 144 MUSIC FUNDAMENTALS
MUS 161 FRESHMAN COMP MUSIC II
MUS 200 CONCERT CHOIR
MUS 211 CONCERT BAND
MUS 222 JAZZ ENSEMBLE
MUS 303 MUS MGMT INTERNSHIP
G ra d u a te
ARTS599 MAKING ARTIST BOOKS*
COAR599 DOCUMENTARY FILM*
MUS 500 CONCERT CHOIR
MUS 508 ADVANCED CHORAL TECHNIQUE
MUS 525 FOUNDATIONS/MUSIC EDUCATION
MUS 554 APPLIED INSTRUCTION/VOICE I
MUS 555 APPLIED INSTRUCTION/VOICEII
MUS 560 ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES
MUS 572 CHAMBER JAZZ ENSEMBLE I
MUS 599 ORFF SCHULWERK:LEVEL I*
MUS 654 APPLIED INSTRUCTION/VOICE III
MUS 655 APPLIED INSTRUCTION/VOICE IV

ACCT211
ACCT212
ACCT410
ECON201
ECON202
ECON211
FIN 320
FIN 430
FIN 490
LAW 201
LAW 251
MGT 202
MGT 300
MGT 305
MGT 309
MGT 315
MGT 431
MGT 460
MKT 310
MKT 314
MKT 430
MKT 490
O ra<
BSC0606
BSC0612
MGT 706

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING
MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING
TAXATION I
MACROECONOMIC PRINCIPLES
MICROECONOMIC PRINCIPLES
ECONOMIC STATISTICS II
CORPORATE FINANCE
ADV MGR FIN
INTERNSHIP IN FINANCE
LEGAL ENVIRONMT BUSINESS
BUS LAW LCONTRACTS
INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS
PRINCIPLES MANAGEMENT
MGMT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
INTERNATIONAL MGMT
HUMAN RESOURCE PLAN/DEV
PRODUCT/OPERATION MGMT
BUS STRATEGY/POLICY
MARKETING
ADVERTISING
PRODCT PLANNING/MGMT
INTERNSHIP IN MARKETING

ANTH408 INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA
ANTH450 SHAMANS/WITCHES/MAGIC
ENG 108 BASIC WRITING
ENG 110 WRITING EFFECTIVE PROSE
ENG 150 INTRO TO LITERATURE
ENG 302 ENG LIT ROMANTIC-MODERN
ENG 331 CREATIVE WRITING
FR 110
BASIC FRENCH 1
FR 111
BASIC FRENCH II
GER 111
BASIC GERMAN II
HIST101
FOUND OF WESTERN CIV
HIST102 THE WEST AND THE WORLD
HIST206 US: SINCE RECONSTRUCTION
HIST340 GERMA NY: BISMARK-HITLER
H1ST480 SEM: GERMANY LUTHER-BISMARK
HUMH498 HUM HON RESRCH.IND STUDY
IT 110
BASIC ITALIAN I
IT 111
BASIC ITALIAN II
PHIL110
INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY
PHIL200 ETHICS
PHIL210 LOGIC
PHIL227 EASTERN PHIL/RELIGION
POL 110
INTRO TO POLITICS
POL 230 COMPARATIVE POLITICS
POL 399 COMPARATIVE SOCIAL POLICY*
PSY110
GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY
PSY 203
EXPERIMENTAL ILLAB
PSY 210
DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCH
PSY 220
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
PSY 230
HISTORY/SYSTEMS PSYCH
PSY 260
PSYCH BUS/INDUSTRY
PSY 322
GROUP DYNAMICS
PSY 325
PSYCH OF FAMILY
PSY 350
THEORY PERSONALITY
PSY 480
SEMINAR IN PSYCH
SOC 101
PRINCIPLES OF SOCIOLOGY
SOC 211
ELEMENTARY SOCIAL STATISTICS
SOC 215 SOC RESEARCH METHOD II
SOC 231
SOCIOLOGY OF THE FAMILY
SOC 242
MUSLIM & ISLAMIC US INST
SOC 261
ESSENTIALS OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE
SOC 337 SOCIOLOGY OF EDUCATION
SOC 343
ETHNIC & CONFLICT RESOLUTION
SOC 351
SOCIOLOGY OF SOCIALIZATION
SOC 373 SOCIOLOGY OF SOCIAL MOVEMENTS
SOC 374 SOCIOLOGY OF WAR
SOC 399
DRUGS & CRIME*
SPAN106 1NT BASIC SPAN I & II
SPANDO BASIC SPANISH I
SPANDI BASIC SPANISH II
SPAN210 INTERMEDIATE SPANISH I
SPAN211 INTERMEDIATE SPANISH II
SPAN371 CINEMA OF SPAIN: NATION,EXILE
WS 110
WOMEN'S CHANGING ROLES
WS 150
RACISM/SEXISM IN THE US
WS 310
CONTEMP FEMINIST ISSUES
O ra d v a te
ENG 599 SHORT STORY(SUM WRITING/INST)*
ENG 619 WRITING MAGAZINE MARKET
HIST599 ST: FDR'S LEGACY 1929-1945
PSY 651
PYSCH. ASSESSMENT/TESTII
PSY 692
CLINICAL PRACTICUM III
SOC 510 SOCIOLOGY OF CITIES
SOC 562 SOCIOLOGY OF LAW
SOC 698
RESEARCH & THESIS
S C IIN C B A N D H I A L T H
U n d e rg ra d u a te
BIO 113
GENERAL A & PII
BIO 114
APPLIED A & P
BIO 120
HUMAN BIOLOGY
BIO 130
FIELD BIOLOGY
BIO 164
GENERAL BIOLOGY II
BIO 335
HELD BOTANY
BIO 399
SELECTED TOPICS
CHEM032 ORGANIC BIOCHEMISTRY:LAB
CHEM052 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY II LAB
CHEM061 GEN CHEMII LAB
CHEM120 CHEM IN PERSPECTIVE
CHEM132 ORGANIC BIOCHEMISTRY:LEC
CHEM161 GEN CHEM IILECT
CHEM252 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY IILEC
CMHL120 CURRENT HEALTH ISSUES
CMHL490 HUMAN SEXUALITY
CS 201
COMP LIT MICROCOMP APPL
CS 230
COMPUTER SCIENCE 1
CS 240
COMPUTER SCIENCE II
GEO 150 WORLD REGIONAL GEOGRAPHY
GEO 320 CULTURAL GEOGRAPHY
MATH106 BASIC MATHEMATICS WITH ALGEBRA
MATH110 CONTEMPORARY MATH
MATH111 ELEM ALGEBRA WITH APPLICATIONS
MATH115 COLLEGE ALGEBRA
MATH120 FINITE MATH
MATH130 ELEMENTARY STATISTICS
MATH160 CALCULUS I
MATH161 CALCULUS II
PEAC250 KINESIOLOGY
PEAC251 FIRST AID & SAFETY
PEAC252 CARDIO-PULMONARY RESUS
PEAC353 PSYCH OF MOTOR LEARNING
PEAK168 RACQUETBALL
PEAQ204 ELEMENTARY SWIMMING
PEEL203 GOLF
PEEL204 TENNIS I

PFF1209 KARATF I
MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING
MGMT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
SEMINAR IN MANAGEMENT

■ D U C A T IO H
Un
BRI109
COLLEGE RDG/RATEIMPROV
CIEE325
ARTS&CREATIVITY-EDUC
CIRL229
LITERACY & LEARNING
C1SE310
EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
O ra d a a te
CIEC618 LANG DEV&EMERGENT L1TRCY
CIEE512
RDG LANG ARTS AND LITER
CIEE515
INTG ARTS INTRO THE CURR
CIEE605
TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION
CIEE619
APPLIED DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCH
CIEE622
PROB SOLV&PROV POSING SEM
CIRL604
RECENT TRENDS CHILD LIT
CISE510
APPL OF PSYCH FOR PROS TEACHERS
CMAT619 DEVELOP EDUC PSY PROS TEACHERS
CMAT675 INST THRY/PRCT.FINE ARTS
SPED519 NAT/NEEDS EXECPTNl. CHILD
SPED520 TEACH READING & LA-SPED
SPED536 GUID/COMM PRGMS-DISABLED
SPED654 DEMO TCHNG DEV DISABLED
SPED657 SEM CLINICAL APPLIC LD
SPED658 DEVEL STRAT LEARN DISABL
H U M A N I T U S A N D S O C IA L S C II N C IS
U n d e rg ra d u a te
AACS150 RACISM AND SEXISM IN US
AACS155 JUSTICE AND RACISM
AACS212 AFRICAN-AMERICAN MUSIC
AACS216 AFRICAN HISTORY II
AACS262 CARIBBEAN WOMEN
AACS298 STUDENT COMMUNITY SERVICE
AACS303 AFRICAN FAMILY LIFE
ANTH130 INTRO TO ANTHROPOLOGY
ANTH200 HUMAN VARIATION
ANTH260 MYTH/FOLKLORE-MOD WORLD
ANTH356 URBAN ANTHROPOLOGY

PEEP490 INTERN IN EXERCISE PHYS
PEGE150 FITNESS FOR LIFE
PHYS110 INTRO TO PHYSICS
O ra d a a te
CODS609 GRAD CLINICAL PRACTICUM
*Selected Topics

CEDL
The Center for Continuing
Education and Distance
Learning also provides a
wide array of offerings
including computer work
shops, noncredit courses,
online courses and interna
tional travel. For more
complete information on the
many offerings available,
contact the Center for
Continuing Education and
Distance Learning.

9 7 3 .7 2 0 .2 4 3 6
Fax: 973.720.2298
E-mail: wrighte@wpunj.edu
Web: www.wpunj.edu/cedl
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Life frçom th e Bottom
O f th e Bottle

Feeling unsafe when you are walking to class?
Need something to protect you from
overbearing evil army of the campus
security?

Paranoia and Protests:
The Tragic Result O f
W hiny Wednesday!
By Brian Cross

hoped to be, a peaceful protest. Things took
a turn for the worse during their viewing of
Last Wednesday, our campus was bom Canadian Bacon. Several members burned
barded with several angry mobs complain what they thought was a large vat of maple
ing about all sorts of issues. As “Whiny leaves. The vat of maple leaves turned out
Wednesday” took place, many class-attend to be a misplaced drugs cache. The burn
ing students were disturbed
ing marijuana affected the
by the cries of oppression. “I
members of S.I.C., causing
was in history at Mallory Hall
them to strip naked and run
and all I hear is some hippie
through Dickson Hall. The
cult begging for people to
marijuana smoke spread
rally for some sort of satanic
through campus and into
ritual called Fan-Fan,” said | W
College Hall. When ad
five year senior D aniel
m inistration was asked
Bergen. “Then, at Group Pro
what to do about the situa
cess in College Hall I was
tion they replied, “Man,
bothered by a totally different
ain’t nothin’ wrong with
mob complaining that the po
this!”
lice shouldn’t have guns.
Faculty, admin
They felt threatened by those
istration and students
who are paid to fight crime,
marched on College Hall
having any weapons to fight
this past week to protest the
crime with.” Officials say that
proposal of arming campus
MSU was home to more then
CHRISSMOMTOOKTHIS PICTUM police. More than 50 people
half a dozen different pro- Former Humouf™ Editor Chris gathered outside Susan
tests.
Finegan, had reverted into a Cole’s office to express their
In front of the Student child-like state, and isflipping opinion. “We don’t have
Center the Fan-Fan fanatics, the bird to all the whiny masses guns> why should they?”
(all 12 of them) gathered with
o f MSU.
and “How Can we protect
an obnoxious tone calling for campus to ourselves from the police if they have
unite and support Fan-Fan against the im guns?” were the types of questions that were
perialistic SGA. Over the past few weeks tossed around. Such answers as “Because
Fan-Fan has been a key issue on campus. they are the police!” and “Don’t break the
Tuesday night, the Student Center Quad was law,” were not mentioned. Cole showed a
littered with anti-hippie and anti Fan-Fan lot of interest. She vowed to take care of
graffiti. Yet, by the protest, the art tarts used things and protect the student body from the
their creative talent to turn the hippie hate oppressive wrath of the campus security.
graffiti to happy hippie sayings. Fan-Fan The issue plagued campus this week and
founder, Sven called for the Fan-Fan oppo will continue to bombard us.
sition to confront them. Yet no one showed
During the protest across campus
up to the rally to oppose them. Why? Be- in lot 28, the Montclair Chapter of the Na
tional Rifle Association fired off their
mouths to celebrate the proposal. One guntoting redneck said, “Golly, our ‘boyz’ be
carrying guns!” The rally got out of hand
when the rednecks became intoxicated and
began to fire their guns off in all directions.
Several students in their four mile journey
to lot 28 were struck by the bullets. Cam
pus police responded. Upon arrival they
asked the NRA to put their weapons down
and surrender. This was met with a barrage
of small arms fire from the inbred hicks. The
police retaliated by throwing spare flashlight
batteries at the culprits and asking the NRA
real nicely, “Put down your weapons and
surrender, or else!” When the rednecks
asked, “Or else what?” the police responded,
“or we’ll ask again!” This turned into a
These “Teen-Timers”felt i f people could
stand-off and continued for many days. The
casualties
from the last report read, Secu
complain about such a ridiculous thing
rity
104
and
the NRA two. One man shot
has the cops being able to protect us with
himself
out
of
boredom, and the other man
weapons, then they could complain about
was hit with a walkie-talkie.
the second dumbest thing they ever heard.
Perhaps the most unseen protest
was the one going on in every classroom.
cause the people who hate Fan-Fan were in Every student in class who looked outside
class trying to learn! (That is why we all at these idiots complained silently*and said,
attend this school.) Unfortunately, the SGA, “Shut the hell up!” and went along with
with the support of other class I organiza their studies. This is the voice of the major
tions, rallied enough votes to pulverize Fan- ity here at MSU, the student body that just
Fan and leave it a bloody pulp, despite the doesn’t care, made up of 9,000 strong and
they will always rule over the 600 cry ba
cult’s valiant efforts.
The Students for the Invasion of Canada, bies who whine and cry each day.
held a demonstration at the amphitheater.
The members of S.I.C. held, what they
Humour™ 's Editor and the boss o f you

■ a y A Timid
Get the Ml Tank. Add this beauty to your own personal
collection. Drive this baby around the quad and you don’t
have to worry about them big bad hippies annoying you
with their music. Simply run them over. Open fire in the
the parking lots to find the spot that you really want. So that
professor gave you a grade slighty lower then you really
wanted? Bum him up with the super powered hyper flame
thrower. Take care of that ex girlfriend by launching a
grenade at her house. Take care of all of your needs and
buy one today for 2.1 million dollars, or buy one from the
former Soviet Union for $1.95

R X V S Q N S K I
TEQOME
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H A F D B R Z A ME

I LYHW

M V T R E Q C WO E L F O N L
K I H T F D C E O A R D N Z X
WV N E V O P H R U S
QAONM1

KTA

L H F E P D B E R

INOR

I J I F A B
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Find the listed words in the diagram. They run in all directions
forward, backward, up. down and diagonally.
A fire
A room
Bonfire
Campfire

Candles
Cigarette
Cigars
Firecracker

Grill
Lantern
Matches
Pipe

0 2 0 0 0 Kine Features. Inc.

Stove
The way
Torch
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At least I don’t
have the blonde
on my page!

The '7o/> Ten Things T h a t 'W ill Q e t Ton 'Kicked O ut o f M 6 T I
By Tim Jo se p h s

D ilb e rt®
b y S c o t t Adams

10.

Lying about your breast implants in order to win the Miss
MSU pageant.

9.

Selling wacky t-shirts that say “ My Professor Helped Me
Bone-Up on Sex Education!”

8.

Refusing to acknowledge the fact that Elvis is living in
Freeman Hall.

7.

Conducting a wet t-shirt contest in the library without first
filling out the proper forms.

6.

Running through Bohn Hall wearing only a mask claiming to
be the “ Bohn Ranger.”

5.

Getting caught violating the rights of a trademarked comedy
bit that is the property of a well-known late night TV show.

4.

Making fun of the f^t-guy fraternity, Pie Beta Cappa.

3.

During a big exam constantly yelling out “ For the loye of
God, Regis, can’t I use a lifeline?!”

2.

Turning in a psychology paper entitled “Zoophilia: Goats
Need Lovin’ Too.”

1.

Using a photo ID of something other than your face^
,

ACROSS
1 School tool
6 Sahara
vision
12 Crestfallen
15 Pigskin prop
18 “Carmen"
and T h e
Consul"
20 Genesis
leak
n-your-face
Item?
22 Director
Ashby
23 SIDE LINE
27 Extremity
28 Nurse’s
helper
29 East ender?
30 Sly trick
31 Composer
Thomas
32 Rocky's
rival
36 Author
Antonia
38 Mingo's
portrayer
41 Fiddling
emperor
42 Turn of
phras
phrase
44 SKY ILINE
52 Nonclerical
53 New Jersey
athletes
54 Scuba site
55 TV’s
Fly
Away"
57 Mischiefmaker
58 Rhone
feeder
59 Has on

{

1

2

3

61 Singer
Khan
63 Naldi or
Talbot
65 Sty guy
68 Mardi —
67 Went white
68 HAIR LINE
74 Breakfast
fruit
77 Jeroboam
contents
78 Color
79 Criticize
83 Speak one’s
mind
84 Accent
feature
86 Singer
Vaughan
88 M rs..
McKinley
89 "Lorenzo'S
—* (’92 film)
90 Dividend
91 41 Across’
tutor
92 Be a pest
93 LIFE LINE
99 Took on
board
100 “— No
Sunshine’
(71 hit)
101 Conintent
completely
102 Aptitude
105 — and Mis
demeanors’
('89 film)
107 Act like a
chicken
110 Belligerent
deity
111 Reminder

4

18
23
2Ì

a ix s w e r s

s

o

r

c

5
28

112 Shade of.
green
113 Year; in
Yucatan
116 BLOOD
LINE
124 Actor Chaney
125 Past
126 Expects the
worst
127 Maris or
Mantle
128 She's a
sheep date
129 — down
(destroy)
130 Petrarch
product
131 kingdom
DOWN
1 Dressing
gown
2 'Once — a
midnight
dreary . . . ”
3 Balloon
material?
4 Be human
5 Tracking
tool
6 Medieval
weapon
7 Bother
8 Math abbr.
9 Meyers of
"Kate &
Allie"
10 Boyle’s
concern
11 Lucy’s
landlady
12 Made
cotton
candy

r
r

7

w

s

8

9

13 Broadcast
14 Thieves'
head
quarters?
15 Anatoie
France
novel
16 Combs of
baseball
17 Glue guy
19 Pelt
24 Chemical
suffix
25 Poultry
purchase
32 Leg joint
33 Pride of the
pumped-up
34 ■— pro
nobis"
35 Prune
36 Vassal's
holding
37 Linear
measure
38
a day's
work*
39 Biscayne
Bay city
40 "Aida"
setting
43 Club cost
45 QB's stats
46 Bounded
47 Shun
48 Beatles
beater
49 Cocky
50 Medicine
bottle
51 Actress
*
Sommer
56 Youngster

o

59 Squeezed
out the
suds
60 Vacation
sensation
61 Numbers
man?
62 Kansas city
64 Soon
66 Show one’s
teeth
69 Vane letters
70 Serengeti
sahib
71 Cut of meat
J.2 Blander . „
setting
73 Show one's
feelings
74 Bovine
bellow
75 T h e
Ramayana,"
e.g.
76 Coloratura
Pons
60 Neighbor of
Niger
81 Man or
stallion
~
82 Patrick o f‘'A
Clqipkwork
Orange"
84 Shake
spearean
infinitive
85 Kind of print
86 Factions
£ .p w n ,

"

d

95 China's —
Biao
96 Skater
Babiloriia
97 Amis'
"Lucky —"
98 Sound of
disapproval
102 Linder the
— (secretly)
103 Cupid's
missile
104 Sierra —
106 Philharmon
ic section
107 Bleak , ,
’ critique

108 Whirlpool
109 With
94 Down,
fragrant
container
111 Cornfield
critter
112 Only
1 1 3 "Puppy
Love"
singer
114 Gallagher of
Oasis
115 Utah city
117 Actor's
lunch?
118 Self-esteem
f1 9 Theater sign
120 Word with
1 take or
hang
[21 Solo of
"Star Wars"
Lahr
122 Coleridge
composition
.91 Reasonably
123"— Good
balanced
Cop"
94 See 109
Down
(’91 film)
12 |13

10

r

1
2r

r

22

16

17
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Late N ight Babblings W ith The Blonde
By Jenn Winski
Newzfrat resident blonde

There are so many things in this world I
don’t quite understand. It could just be that
I’m peering out at the world through a mop
of blonde hair. Go figure. The blonde
doesn’t understand things. No, but there re
ally are things about everyday life that exist
to potentially confuse me and others like me.
Or at least they make me think a while.
Why is the sky blue? I’ve wondered
about this one for as long as I can remem
ber. Actually, why couldn’t the sky be dif
ferent colors for different seasons and holi
days? That makes so much sense to me.
For instance, red would be good for the
Christmas season, since pine trees are al
ready green. See? You’re half-way there
already. The skies could then turn into a
nice shade of orange in time for St. Patrick’s
Day. Once again somebody planned ahead
with the green trees and grass and whatnot.
Get it? This makes perfect sense to me.
I’ve read that sailors used to use the stars
to guide their way from origin to destina
tion, whereas I view constellations in the
same light as clouds. I stare at them until I
trip over a crack in the sidewalk or bump
into some stationary object.
Non-moving items always seem to jump
out at me. I don’t understand why. My
friends keep reminding me to stop and stand
still They’re smart like that
Another thing that confounds me is my
7 B>. toy poodle. He’ll jump up to the back
o f the couch and fall asleep. Normal, right?
Well, not quite. His front end lies down as
his head rests on his litde paws. Meanwhile,
his hind legs ate still standing. As he drifts
off, his little behind wavers until it rests
against the window or he rolls off the top of

The Horoscope
Never Lies

the couch.
See now, he’s black, not blonde
or even apricot. I’m so confused.
No! Wait! Idea coming to me...
Okay. Hey! If some creature not
of the blonde persuasion can ac
complish the same caliber of feats
as I, then maybe some day a blonde
will rule the world after all. It could
R&AX, M.QoO&i&f/,
blEvi&T
happen.
I have a theory. I believe that
-TiflriG SIACS SLICED 0R£&).- •
blondeness rubs off onto
nonblondes after prolonged expo
sure to the light haircolor. No, re
ally, it’s true. After spending a fair
share of their time with me, I have
witnessed people otherwise previ
ously unaffected by blondeness ex
hibit a range of blonde characteris
tics. No change in haircolor was
noted, however behavior observed
was indicative of a blonde. Some
symptoms of the change may in
IUSTIN THE MONKEY BOY BOURGEOW THE TO O L BOX
clude the loss of prior ability to
Peek-a-boo! A t least th at was w hat Jenn was
walk and talk at the same time.
saying before a ll the blood rushed to her head
This is where my belief in sta
and. she passed out on the floor cold
tionary objects becoming viciously
—» - - -mobile comes into play. Other minor oc cable condition may surface almost instan larxKartsujp t o com
currences such as the wearing of a black taneously.
sock on one foot and a blue sock on the other
However, the reverse is never true. A
could also surface in the unblonde.
transformation from any shade o f blonde to M
tfyroC/AirocJR
. .
, .
Yet another observation I have made is even the blackest black, although the indi
_
• to s r a tQ o r tr tc a a iG tJ , i w
i
that the blonde way o f life is exclusively vidual w ill notice an external change in
a
rfbft&Dttfcgtx
additive and never subtractive. Once you shade, the color will not penetrate to the
arc blonde, there is no turning back. You brain cells, or cell depending on the extent
must accept your fete.
o f the condition o f the former blonde.
When one decides to go from, say, a
The gerbil in my skull is working over
medium shade o f brown to perhaps a light time now. I think I’ve babbled on enough.
golden blonde, the dye saturates not only I’ll take leave o f my Mac now. Farewell
die hair strands, but also the brain cells as »id goodnight, until! feel the urge to share
w ell. - The few changes I mentioned in my random thoughts with the rest o f the
mytheory of blondeness being a communi- world again.

A

XUttti

everything you ever knew, exoept bod.
the words to “Ice, loe Baby.”

S A G ITTA R IU S (Nbv. 22 to

C A K lC E ft (June 22 to July

Dec. 2 2 } A half man, half

22 ): Head down to the tanning goat wil jog up to you this week
salon, lie dow> and bdke. Uh-oh and give
you a hug.
■

- .*»■

*sà

blonde on
my page, oh
mah I got
Picked overt

But

someone locked you in, oh wel
now you know how baked potato CAPR ICOR N! (D ec. 23 to

|D© Ï 9*/ HeMC? I /4EMTtbl
SAY " S M V Y£n\, ybu ¿ocK
¿UCTA SWAN!

Jan. 2 0 } A bottle o f Jack

T w IS s

U E Q (Ju ly 23 to Aug. 2 2 ): Danblc In one hand and a beer
BY:
M r . Pa n h e a d

Talc, talc talc How about you in the other is the way I
shut up. You'll have more friends recommend you go through this
week. It’s littered with land

this way.
A R E S (March 21 to April 19): )BRQ £i (Aug. 23 to Sept. 2 2 }

mines and angry ex’s.

While jogging this week, a train Your career plans are ridiculous. AQUARIUS Clan. 21 to Feb.
will derail, a plane will crash, and Gref real. Just learn to say “D o

19) : At the gas station you

cars will explode, but you’ll die you want fries with that?” and are visited by Elvis. You tell
all your friends but no one

of a heart attack. Life really things will be fine!

believes you and they lock you

stinks.

L IB R A (S ept. 23 to O c t.

TA U R U S (April 20 to May

22):Stay out of the sun, it may up. B Y E !

2 0 ): A trip to Spain will entice explode

any

day,

head

P IS C ES ( Feb. 20 to March

your every fantasy. Until the underground, there you will be 2 0 ) : Surfing the net this week
running o f the bulls tramples safe.

you ’ll find a porn site, with

you, and they replace your legs S C O R P IO (O ct. 23 to Klov.

naked pictures of you. I guess

20: Scorpio, after what you did this is how your little brother

with wheels.
G B# I

(W a v '

21 to June 20:

last week, how dare you think has oil that money.

j While putting on your socks, that we will give you a horoscope.
you bang your head and forget What you did was very, very

fàdillTYWP&ò...
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Summer Jobs: Start now. Integrated retail
marketing company in the nutritional field
seeks associates for retail sales and
related marketing activities. Matureminded, hard working, and friendly. Wayne,
Paramus and Seacaucus locations. Call
(201)556-1598._________________________

C are W a n te d

Two boys, 13 and 9, in Upper Montclair.
Monday through Friday afternoons and
evenings. Flexible hours. Call Vyvyan:
(973)783-336.___________________________
Babysitter wanted, 8a.m. to 4p.m. for male
child, age 11, for month of July in Summit.
Car needed, non-smoker, references
required. Call (908)918-1199 or (908)-2775275.__________________________________

Internet Models: Internet, great pay. F/T or
P/T. No exp. nec. Call 1-888-611-0058 or
e-mail dwp@ebony.com._________________
Lifeguards/supervisors. FT/PT and sub
positions. Training available. Pool located
throughout NJ. Call American Pool Mgmt.
1-888-621-7665.________________________

Childcare wanted: for early Saturday nights
for Summer/Fall for two boys ages 6 and 8
in Montclair near campus. Car helpful. $10/
hr. (973)509-2132.______________________

Horticulture: Interior/Exterior horticultural
company has immediate openings for
interior/exterior technicians in Bergen and
Morris County. Plant care experience A+ or
will train. Transportation required. Call
(201)445-1299 or fax resume to (201)4456460.

Montclair mom seeks female college
student for summer employment to provide
child care for ages 8 and 5. Mom expects a
baby in June. Must drive, swim (Montclair
Beach Club, movies, bowling) Must be
enrgetic, kind, creative, funny. Prefer full
time but flexible. 9973)746-5445.

|
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PRESENTS

A FUNNY THIN G
HAPPENED O N THE WAY
T O TH E FORUM
SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT
SATURDAY, APRIL 8th - $10 tickets
with a valid student ID
8:00 PM at the Mount Hebron
Theatre, 173 Bellevue Ave.,
Upper Montclair

Tickets: (973) 239-4454

n ........ _

• For R eni

H O C M u ivc4* L T h ea tre*

•

•

$Fundraisers$ Open to student groups and
organizations. Earn $5 per MC app. We
supply all materials as no cost. Call for info
or visit our website. 1-800-932-0528 x65.
www.ocmconcepts.com._________ ________

Fall/Year. Double rooms or singles. Easy
walk to campus, utilities included. Easy
parking. Come to see. No waiting list now.
Call for information (973)778-1504.

USED BOOK & MUSIC SALE

Clerical, $10/11 hr.West Caldwell. Work----- ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
part-time from now til end of school, (will
work around school schedule) When
school is finished, work full time for the
summer. Must have excellent
communication skills with basic computer
skills. Please call Horizon Personnel
★
.
★
(973)334-1800._________________________
th e Montclair YMCA is interviewing
qualified people for Jr. Counselor
posisitions in their New Discoveries Day
Camp (for 3-8 year olds). If you are
enthsiastic, motivated and have experience
wrking with groups of children, apply at 25
Park Streer or call Bonnie at (973)7443400 for further information.______________

* Positions Available Iromecjlately J
J
for Mad Scientists.
*
if
if

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

if

Science o f N o rth Central New Jersey is J
currently lo o kin g fo r students to w ork

BOOKS, CDs, LFs, VIDEO & CASSETTES TAPES & EPHEMERA

CHILDREN’S BOOKS
TH UR SD AY, APRIL 6, 2 - 6
Adults admitted only with a child under 16
$5 ADMISSION

OPENING DAY ONLY

• FR ID AY, A P R IL 7,9:30 - 9 •
APRIL 8 & 15, 9 :3 0 -6 •APRIL 10 - 12, 2 - 6
1/2 PRICE APRIL 13 & 14, 9:30 - 9

* 1-4 hours a week teaching science classes
^ t c kic[s. Excellent pay-including tra in in g !!

★
Do You:
★
★
Fitness: Personal trainers, aerobic
★
Love
W
o
rk
in g w ith children?
★
instructors and acquatic aerobic
★ Have fu ll-tim e access to a car?
★
instructors. Courses held in central and
★
★ Have an o u tg o in g personality?
★
northern New Jersey beginning in March.
★
Call (973)827-1662 between 9:30 and 6:30
i f you answered yes to these questions,
★
Monday through Saturday._______________ ★
give us a call at C973) 2 4 4 -1 8 8 0
★
and set up an interview.
★
Waitresses/waiters wanted. Lunch and
dinner hours available. West Caldwell area ★
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
Please call (973)575-7388.

College W omen’s C lu b of Montclair
26 Park St. Lower Level 973-783-7040

North Jersey Center for
Reproductive
Endocrinology
and Fertility

EG G DONORS
N E E D E D !!!
The North Jersey Center for Reproductive Endocrinology
and Fertility Center is seeking egg donors of all ethnic
backgrounds, between the ages o f 21-32.
As an egg donor, you can make a difference and make one
couple receive a gift o f life - a child that they dreamed of
having.
Residents of New Jersey only, each candidate needs to
send a picture with their name on it, address and day time
phone number.
The Environmental and Public Health Program
at Rutgers University offers you:
•
•
•
•
•

A guaranteed five week^fTrernship
Hands-on experience
Contacts with employers
An opportunity to earn up to 9 credits
The one license that employers require... and pay for
The program runs five days a week, six hours a day.
from lune 5th through July 21st
To qualify, you need:
90 credit; total by inis’ summer " At least 23 credit? in science

Call (732) 932-9271
email, ocpe • aes ,p rurgers. ecu
http;//aesop rutgers edu/ -6cpe

___ '

After the participant has completed an egg donor cycle
they will be compensated 5,000.00$$$

For more information on our egg donor program call (973)
470-0303 and ask for one of our Nurses
10-35 Route 4 6 East
Clifton, N ew Jersey. 07013
http://w ww.i vfofnorthjersey.com
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Sponsored by C.L.U.B. & Players
«

Mon: 6pm - Trip to Comic Strip Live
Tues: 12-4 Laser Tag - SC Quad
12- BBQ - SC Quad
7-10pm Jello & Sumo
Wrestling, Wax Hands - Bl. Quad
Wed: Sports Illustrated Game Fest
9-11pm Possible Side Effects-Ratt
Thurs: Sports Illustrated Game Fest
12-5 Scavenger Hunt - SC Quad
9-1 Walk-In Movies - SC Quad
CLUB & Players are Class l orgs. Of SGA

«
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Womens Lacrosse Drops Two
Straight; Falls to 4 -4
By Mike Halper
Sports Editor

The MSU women’s lacrosse team lost
their second game in a row Monday night,
falling 13-7 to a Rowan team led by junior
attack Kelly McAleer, who had four goals
and four assists. MSU (4-4) started off the
scoring with a Jeanelle ________________
Husth goal 2:22 into Rowan
13
the contest. Over the MSU
7
next 15 m inutes,
McAleer and senior attack Mary Kate Mad
den both contributed a pair of goals to a fivegoal run by the Profs.
Kristen Miskey and Jodi Gangemi both
added goals before the end of the first half,
but McAleer and Madden countered them
both and Rowan took an 8-3 lead into half
time.
The Red Hawks closed the gap to 9-7
off three straight Vicki Gangemi goals, but
Rowan would finish out the game scoring
four straight goals. For the game, Rowan
outshot MSU 30-22. Profs goalkeeper
Laura Miller stopped 10 shots.
Thursday night, the Red Hawks traveled
to face Cabrini, falling 11-10 as Cabrini
scored the last five goals of the contest.
MSU took a 10-6 lead after the Gangemi

The,
A n in -De p t h l o o k a t R ed Ha w k S p o r ts

sisters scored three straight goals in the sec
ond half.
Cabrini countered, monopolizing the last
10 m inutes o f the -----------------------game for their own MSU
10
goal-scoring pleasure. Cabrini
11
Megan Hyde, Siobhan
M cG onigle, M errie L ew is, A drienne
Maiocco, and Nicole Shultz all beat MSU
goalkeeper Karen Fox to steal the win for
Cabrini. Fox finished with 15 saves off 26
shots, while MSU could only get off 19
shots.
The night before, the Red Hawks picked
up a win over the undefeated Manhattanville
Valiants. The Gangemi sisters picked up
three goals each, and Jeanelle Husth added
another four. Vicki Gangemi picked up the
game-winning tenth goal with 8:40 remain
ing in the game. MSU -----------------------would tack on another MSU
12
two goals before the Manhat.
9
game ended. TheValian ts’ A ll-A m erican sophom ore Katie
Frattarola scored four goals and two assists
for the losers.
The women will be hosting FDU-Madison this afternoon at 4 p.m. at Sprague Field,
and will then host Philadelphia University
at 1 p.m. Saturday.

MIKE HALPER/ M O N TC LA R IO N

Lori Burns races down the field with the ball as the Rowan team gives chase.
Ahead were a couple more defenders, who stopped the M S U charge cold.

................ . ....... ....... „I
MIKE HALPER/ M O N TC LA R IO N

Rowan’s Lea Babilino (lefi) gets to the balljust a little quicker than
M S U ’s Fran Gurriero. Rowan was ju st a little quicker all day, and their
deft passing left the Red Hawks’heads spinning.

By Mike Halper

Support is H ard to Come By
MSU’s athletic programs consistently put forth championship
effo rts... So why are the front-row seats so easy to get?
A couple of weeks into MSU’s spring ECAC Championship, the wrestlers took
sports season, there have already been a few third place in the country and there were four
bright spots. The baseball team pulled off a All-Americans on the team, including two
very successful 6-2-1 California trip in early NCAA Individual Champions in Florian
March and followed it up with a 10-game Ghinea and Dominic Dellagatta. MSU as
win streak that just ended this past week also represented by the Hockey Club, who
end. So far, they are 14-3-1, with a perfect posted an outstanding record in just their
5-0 record at the beautiful
second year.
Kevin
Micek, a freshman with
Yogi Berra Stadium , and
we’ve had nothing but beau
the team, was awarded
tiful weather for the games.
MVP of the Mid-Atlantic
“I was one o f
Senior righty Greg
Collegiate Hockey Asso
ciation after scoring 21
Belson has been pitching up
those non
a storm, with a perfect 4-0
goals and 11 assists in 10
attendees last
record, a sparkling 2.70
games. Jared Waimon,
year. I nev er
ERA, and three complete
one of the three goalkeep
games.
ers, was named G oal
w anted to go
keeper of the Year. The
Every m em ber of the
watch other
regular starting lineup is bat
team advanced to the play
offs, and fell to eventual
ting at least .300. George
people play a
Gallagher, who splits time
cham pion M onmouth
gam e... T his
between pitching and the
University.
The baseball team, a
designated hitter position,
year, I’m
holds a .483 batting average,
perennial winner, has a
hooked.
good chance of going to
and has also belted a team
the playoffs and coming
leading six homeruns and
driven in a team-leading 27
out victorious, especially
----------------------«
RBI’s.
if they keep playing the
way they have been. The
In their first 18 games,
the Red Hawks have picked up 18 softball team, too, can pick things up and
homeruns, already topping last season’s really start to punish other teams. Will Van
number. The team has three players aver Dorn and the prolific scorers of the lacrosse
aging better than an RBI per game, and dur team have a change to carry them to a
ing their 10-game win streak, they averaged Knickerbocker Conference Title.
The season looks promising for MSU
better than 10 runs per game, while giving
Sports, and things are looking exciting for
up less than four.
Just down the hill at Quarry Field, the us spectators. Unfortunately, there aren’t
softball team has been enjoying a great sea many of us. The hockey team, one of the
son, too. They started off with an 8-2 Florida most exciting teams I’ve ever watched in
trip over Spring Break, and picked it up by any sport, went mostly unnoticed by the
winning the fifth annual MSU/WPU Soft- campus community all season. Lacrosse,
another fast-paced, exciting sport, goes
ball Classic upon their return home.
Since then, the team v'ent 3-1, and they mostly unwatched. Even the baseball team,
hold a 14-4 overall record. Pitchers Evelyn in the shiny new Yogi Berra Stadium, a pro
Morozzi and Tara Todaro both hold 7-2 fessional-level facility, gets very little stu
records, with ERA’s of 2.32 and 1.75, re dent support. There are always parents, a
spectively. Centerfielder Toni Milito leads few friends, and some relatives of the op
the team with a .492 batting average, and posing team. Even some alumni show up
1999 NJ AC Female Athlete of the Year Tara to watch the team. On occasion, a high
Wisz, Kim Caruso, and Alex Lamont are all school class will drop by during their cam
above the .400 plateau.
pus tour. There are more sports than bas
Wisz, already a three-time All-Ameri ketball and football on campus, and some
can, and company are hoping to lead the Red of those sports are much more exciting. It’s
kind of sad to be sitting at a baseball game
Hawks to an NJAC title, and beyond.
Over on the men’s lacrosse team (6-3), and not hear any cheering \yhen Gallagher
Will Van Dorn has been racking up mon hits a shot over the left field wall, or listen
strous numbers in the points column, espe ing to silence when Van Dorn and Lukasko
cially assists. Granted, lacrosse is usually a connect for a game-tying goal.
I admit, I was one of those non-attend
high-scoring sport, but when comparing his
numbers to other players, they look almost ees last year. I didn’t have time to go down
Gretzky-esque. Van Dorn has 35 assists in to Floyd Hall and watch some hockey. I
his seven games, and the rest of the team never wanted to go watch other people play
a game.
has a total of 25 in eight games.
This year, I’m hooked. No MSU team
On the other end of all those assists are
Pat L ukasko, with 22 goals, Steve has yet failed to entertain me, and if you’re
Urbanowycz, with 19, and Rick Testa, with even the tiniest fan of some sport, you
18. In goal, Vinny DeGennaro has played should come out and cheer on your class
solid, posting a goals against average of mates. You’ll enjoy it. Grab a bunch of
friends and head down to the Quarry for a
11.00 and a .686 save percentage.
These three teams have the best chances softball game some day. You’ll be surprised
of carrying the torch for the MSU Athletic at the enthusiasm of the women, cheering
Program. The football team had their phe and jeering for fourteen solid innings. Just
nomenal season during the fall, and over the try it.
winter the basketball team picked up an
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never in the game. MSU put in three goals
in the first period, and -----------------------ended the half with an MSU
13
8-1 lead. DeGennaro, Stevens Tech. 5
strong in goal for the
second straight game, finished with 22 saves
on 27 shots on goal, an .815 save percent
age. Rick Testa and senior midfielder Steve
Urbanowycz scored three goals for the Red
Hawks, who picked up their second win in
a row. Last Wednesday, MSU hosted NY Mari
time, falling behind 1- ________________
0 less than five min- NY Maritime 5
utes into the game. MSU
14
Junior attack Pat
1 1
Luksasko, MSU’s top goal-scorer on the
season with 22, and Urbanowycz then took

r

charge and put away all Maritime’s hopes
of winning. The Red Hawks scored 10
straight goals, five of them from
Urbanow ycz and four o f them from
Lukasko. Testa, who finished with four
goals, picked up the other.
MSU took a 14-3 lead before Maritime
picked up the last two goals of the game.
DiGennaro stopped 19 shots in the win.
The Red Hawks will be taking on CCNY
on Saturday at Sprague Field. The game
will begin at 4 p.m., and will be the last
men’s lacrosse home game until the U.S.
Merchant Marine Academy comes to town
for the last game of the season, on April 25.
Next week, the team rests until their
Wednesday night game at Kean University.

RESULTS

UPCOMING
Baseball
4/6 - 3:30 p.m.
Rutg.-New. @ MSU

Baseball

4 /8 -]
@
1 - 4 j

onn.l

4/6 "

4/3 ff

NJCU
.m:-Rowan @ MSU
4/11 -

Men’s Lacrosse

L @ T CNJ;

3 /2 9 ^ ^ M * & 4 § ^ S U

E dge on
G radiate
S cuoce

4/1 gMSU l |@ % vens 5
4/3 J 15 @ MSU 14

MSU

3/29 - MSU 12^ManhattVlle.
3/30-M SU 10 @ Cabrini 11
4/1 - MSU 7 @ Rowan 13

4/6 - 4 p.m.
FDU-Mad. @ MSU
4/8 - 1 p.m.
Phil. Tex. @ MSU
4/11 MSU @ Gwyn. Mercy

Men’s Tennis

PRINCETON

REVIEW
MSU Students, Faculty, and Alumni Receive
$50 Off Of Any Course Held On Campus!

(800) 2 REVIEW

P ersonal A ttention • G uaranteed R esults

info, njareview. com

3/29 - MSU 0 @ TCNJ 7
4/4 - USMMA @ MSU
postponed

Men’s Tennis
4/8 - - MSU @ Stevens. Tech.
4/4 - - MSU @ Manhattanville

Alcohol Abuse Screening Day
11-3 on Thursday, April 13
Student Center Ballroom C
Stop by and watch a
brief video, gather
some information, and/
or complete a selfevaluation measure on
alcohol use

Also: Lecture
on Alcohol
Abuse April
14th at 2:00

,

Student Center
Room 418
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The First Row With Fred
By Fred Stolarski III
Sports Columnist

That ringing bell you hear means one of
two things. One, is that your heads are still
spinning from the W W F’s 12-hour
Wrestlemania coverage. The other possi
bility is that it’s time, once again, for every
body to come aboard this week’s edition of
The First Row. I’d like to start off by say
ing how happy I was to see WM2000 kick
off with Ice-T leading the Godfather and Dlo Brown to the ring. On the other hand, I
was sad to see that he was referred to as Ice
Tea on wwf.com. He’s a person, not a bev
erage!
If I said it once, I said it millions .... and
millions of times. Triple H is The Game.
What more can I say. The Game himself
said it best when he said, “I’m just that damn
good!”
For the past few weeks, Kane has been
wrestling with a broken hand. The angle
on Monday night’s Raw where Bull crushed
Kane’s hand between the ring post and a
chair shot will be used to explain his ab
sence for the next few weeks.
Speaking of new WWF angles, could
Stephanie McMahon be leaving The Game?
If you remember back to when Kurt Angle
first came to the ranks of the WWF, the first
lady of wrestling seemed to have a bit of a
crush on our Olympic hero. Rumor has it
that Stephanie will be leaving Triple H and
joining forces with the WWF’s only “real”
athlete, Kurt Angle, in time for Summer
Slam.
Davey Boy Smith, who was said to be
in rehab, was involved in a run-in angle over
in Canada with Stampede Wrestling. Davey
Boy was said to be in attendance to watch
his son Harry wrestle. During the match,
Davey ran in to rescue Harry and his brotherin-law Ross Hart from the top heel group
called the Honor Roll. Father and son Smith
are expected to team up and form the new
British Bull Dogs. Also, Sabu is expected
to start his Stampede Wrestling career on
April 20 or 21.
Sabu’s former partner “The whole F ’n
show” Rob Van Damn will be working the
ECW storylines again April 8. Both RVD
and long time rivale Jerry Lynn should be
returning form their injuries in time for
ECW’s May 14 PPV, Hardcore Heaven. I,
like many of you, am counting down the
days until they return!
This Monday, WCW will be back to
begin their “new era.” Many old wrestlers
will be there along with many new ones.
Rumor has it that Piper will be making yet
another return. Then again, Piper has been
booking himself all over the independent
circuit and pulling no-shows left and right.
Hopefully he won’t show Monday either!
One man who surely will not be return
ing anytime soon is Bret Hart. Despite ru
mors that he has retired, he is still under
contract with WCW, but is still tending to
his concussion. Hart’s concussion will be
reevaluated in June or July and his future
will be determined from there. ,
Another man who may not be returning
to a WCW ring is New Jersey’s own Chris
Kanyon. Even with WCW beginning it’s
new era, Kanyon is still requesting his re
lease.
As of late, Vampiro has begun his well
deserved push. Wfth WCW making a new
start this Monday, where does this leave
Vampiro? Well it seems as though Vamprio
has impressed many people with high rank
and influence in WCW. Not only are both
Bischoff and Russo happy with his talent,
but Hulk Hogan has expressed interest in
Vampiro as well. Hulk wants to start an
angle where the two would tag team for a
while and later Hogan will turn on him.
Whatever angle they stick Vampiro in, I’m
confident that he’ll find his way to the top!
Each week I encourage all of you to send

me your questions and or
comments. This week, Kelly
writes, “I heard, a while ago,
that Hulk Hogan was going
to return to the WWF when
his contract was up with
WCW. And that he would
retire in the WWF. Do you
know if this is true?” Thank
you Kelly for that question,
but no I do not know if that
is true. I can say that I have
heard that same rumor and at
this time it is still only a ru
mor.
I don’t see the WWF
signing Hogan with the way
their program m ing has
changed since he left, but
anything can happen in the
WWF. Just a month or so
ago, the WWF aired an angle
in which an 80-year-old woman gave birth
to a prosthetic hand. Anyway, as of now
Hulk’s return to the WWF is still a rumor.
If I come across any information concern
ing this matter, you can.be sure that I will
keep you posted.

Once again, our time has expired for this
weeks edition of the First Row. Questions?
C om m ents?? You can reach me at
FirstRowFred@aol.com. Until next week,
stay out of those cheap seats!

You're so sm art

The McMahons, recently reunited a t
Wrestlemania 2000 , watched in
horror as The Rock p in n ed Triple H in
the center o f the ring. The p in was not
legal, so Triple H is still the Champ.

You're about to finish college.

A n d a terrific sound system ?
W e'll th ro w in a great place to listen to it.
A n d some up w a rd m obility.

T O Y O T A 'S C O L L E G E G R A D U A T E F I N A N C E P L A N puts you
behind the wheel of a quality New Toyota or Certified Used Toyota.
And what does that give you. Mobility. (Upward as well as outward.) Great place
to listen to tunes. (Terrific sound system s available.) Probably room ier than
the apartment you can afford. Place to store candy wrappers.
H O W i t w o r k s . ■ No co-signer needed.
■ If you qualify, just sign and drive.
■ Buy any new Toyota or Certified Used Toyota with
no money down at Toyota's interest rate.
■ Lease any new Toyota and we'll waive the security deposit.
■ Free 24-hour roadside assistance for one full year.
Here's all the legal stuff.

.

^, ....

„

.

__________ _______Just kidding. Its really simple.
Graduate within the next six months from any accredited four or two year college or registered
nursing degree program. Have proof of employment, insurability and no negative credit rating.

_________ p ($ ) T O Y O T A real values, every day. -|________

Ree>hawk Sports______ tw^ v.w 6.2000.themontoarion■51 /

Athletes o f the W eek
The Baageml Sisters, lacrosse
The Gangemi sisters, Vicki (left)
a n d Jodi, stepped up their games
this past week, combining fo r a
total o f 1 6 goals an d three assists
over a three-game, four-day
period. Against the Valiants, they
both recorded hat tricks, a n d they
combined fo r six and fou r goals in
their games against Cabrini an d
Rowan, respectively. Junior
attack Vicki picked up the game
winning goal in M S U s win over
Manhattanville, and Jodi scored
two goals in 3 0 seconds to.put
M S U up 9 - 6 against Cabrini.

Red Hawks Extend W in Streak to N ine w ith
C O N T IN U E D FROM P. 32

Wins Over Ramapo and W PU
By Erik Lopez________________________
Staff Writer

MSU won its ninth straight game Fri
day afternoon with an 8-2 win over the
Ramapo Roadrunners at Yogi Berra Sta
dium. Sophomore rightfieider Chris Baran
led the team on offense while senior righthanded pitcher George Gallagher took care
of the defense.
Baran went 1 for 4 with his fourth
homerun of the year and two RBI’s. MSU
scored the first run in -----------------------the third inning. Marc Ramapo
2
Houser led off the in- MSU
8
ning with a single.
Dave Wurst lined a shot down the third base
line, which seemed to have been caught by
Ramapo third baseman Jon Encamación, but
the ball was ruled trapped. Instead of a
double play, the Roadrunners came out with
an out and two pitches later, Baron smacked
a homerun over the rightfield fence. At the
end of the inning, MSU had a 2-0 lead.
The Red Hawks added another run in
the fourth courtesy of Brian Ellerson’s RBI
single. Ramapo scored its first run in the fifth
as Mike Pasch singled home a run to cut the
deficit to 3-1. MSU sent the Roadrunners
packing in the eighth inning as George
Becker, Ellerson, and Scott Clark each had
RBI doubles. Gallagher improved his record
to 2-2 in the year allowing only one run on
six hits as he struck out four.
On Thursday evening the Red Hawks
were hosted by the William Paterson Pio
neers. Once again, MSU came out victori
ous, 6-3. Senior third baseman Craig
Conway led the team ----------------------as he went 3 for 4. He MSU
6
hit
his
second WPU
3
homerun of the season
and also had a double, driving in four runs.
The win was awarded to Scott Allan as he
pitched 5 2/3 innings, giving up 7 hits and 3
runs to improve his record to 2-0 on the sea
son. Greg Belson picked up his first save of
the season.

NICOLE PATTERSON/ MONTCLARION

Catcher JejfSchriber slides
into third (above) with an
RBI triple in M S Us game
against the Ramapo
Roadrunners on Friday. The
triple scored Marc Houser,
and Dave Wurst hit a
sacrifice fly to bring in
Schriber (left), giving M S U a
5-1 lead.
Schriber finished the game at
1-3 with a run and an RBI.
M S U defeated the
Roadrunners by a ftnal score
o f 8-2.

run on three hits. Dougherty hit a two-run
homerun to left field, giving the Profs a 2-0
lead. Belson struggled with his control and
issued back-to-back walks to put runners on
first and second with one out. Braender then
cracked an RBI single to right-center, driv
ing in the third run. Belson managed to pick
up two more outs and get out of the inning
with no more damage.
After the first inning, Belson was sen
sational, giving up no more runs and only
five hits the rest of the way. It was his third
complete game of the season. He also re
corded eight strikeouts, and now sports a
2.70 ERA.
Red Hawk rightfieider Chris Baran
singled to right in the top of the third, put
ting MSU on the board as Jeff Schriber
crossed the plate. In the sixth, MSU came
back to tie the game. The inning started as
Fred Longo, who went 4-4 on the game, led
off with a single.
Francia doubled to -----------------------center and Brian Rowan
3
Ellerson walked, load- MSU
5
ing the bases with no
outs. Marc Houser picked up an RBI with a
sacrifice fly to left, and later in the inning
Francia came around to score on a Braender
error, tying the game at 3.
With two outs and none on in the sev
enth, George Gallagher was hit by a pitch
from Rowan starter Josh Laxton (1-2).
Longo then doubled to center, scoring
Gallagher and chasing Laxton from the
game in favor of Jeff Kalber.
Kalber ran into some trouble himself in
the eighth, as Ellerson started the inning off
with a double. Scott Clark, sent up to pinch
hit for Houser, successfully moved Ellerson
over to third with a sacrifice bunt.
Schriber then smacked his second hit of
the day, an RBI single to right that brought
Ellerson in and extended the MSU lead to
5-3.
That’s how it would end as the Red
Hawks extended their winning streak to 10
and stopped Rowan’s winning streak at nine.
During the 10-game streak, MSU outscored
their oppoenents by a total score of 113-32,
winning by an average difference of more
than seven runs per game.

M ens Lacrosse Red Hawks Split Two W ith Ospreys
By Mike Sanchez

Burned By
Devils
By Mike Halp[er
Sports Editor

With 13 seconds left on the clock at
Sprague Field, FDU-Madison (9-0) fresh
man attack Jason Kelske whipped the ball
past MSU freshman goalkeeper Vinni
DeGennaro. The goal, Kelske’s third of the
game, put the Devils ahead 15-14, and gave
them their ninth win in a row. The loss
dropped the Red Hawks to 5-3.
Setting up Kelske’s last-second gamewinner was an unassisted goal from junior
attack Brett Lapides, -----------------------his third o f the FDU-Mad
15
evening. MSU went MSU
14
into the fourth quarter
leading by a score of 10-8 before FDU’s
Dave Richardson picked up two goals dur
ing a four-goal run that put FDU up 12-8.
The Red Hawks picked up four of the
next five goals, with Senior midfielder Will
Van Dorn picking up one goal and three as
sists. He finished the game with two goals
and seven assists, the high scorer of the con
test. Van Dorn, who has played in seven
games, now has 12 goals and 35 assists.
Lapides’ tying goal came with less than 2:30
remaining.
On Saturday, the Red Hawks took on
Stevens Technology (1-6), trouncing them
by a score o f 13-5. Van Dorn alone
outscored Stevens Tech., scoring a goal to
.go along with five assists. .Stevens was

See BURNED on P. 29

Assistant Sports Editor

The weather seemed perfect Saturday
afternoon. Sun rays bathed Quarry Field
with a warm touch as the Red Hawks (144) and Richard Stockton College (12-7)
found themselves in the top of the seventh
inning in the first game of a doubleheader.
The score was 2-2 with two outs.
RSC’s Julie Goss stood on second base
after advancing on a sacrifice bunt. She dug
her cleats into the faded brown dirt that cov
ered the infield. As she positioned her body
to square up to third base, her eyes gazed at
the pitcher and her teammate, who had just
stepped back into the batter’s box.
RSC
center fielder
N icole
Abbatemarcon stared at the pitcher. She
nestled the bat on her
shoulder waiting for
3

theu
, riugback
h ! andPiantCh’ M SU
arched

2

ticipated.
RSC
2
The dust kicked MSU
7
up as the rest of the ........
infield positioned themselves, and then it all
died down. Everyone’s gaze joined Goss
as they turned their eyes to MSU pitcher
Evelyn Morozzi and Abbatemarcon.
Morozzi had allowed Goss to get on base
with a single to right field and wasn’t plan
ning on letting her come home. Two batters
later, Morozzi found herself starring down
Abbatemarcon, a batter who had gone 0-3
so far, and after a brief pause, she began her
pitching motion.
As Morozzi released the ball, Goss im
mediately leaped off second base and, after
watching Abbatemarcon smack the pitch to
center, turned on her rockets and rounded
third.
MSU centerfielder Toni Milito picked
up the ball and hurled it towards her catcher,

Profs’ B ehring Ends M S U s
10-G am e W in Streak
By Andy Seyka
Staff Writer

All good things must come to an end, as
did the Red Hawks’ winning streak Satur
day against the Rowan Profs at the Base
ball Center in Glassboro, NJ. The win streak
reached 10 as the Red Hawks (13-3-1, 3-1
NJAC) defeated the Profs, 5-3, in the first
game of a doubleheader. Rowan (14-3,3-1
NJAC) was able to manage a split by tak
ing the second contest
R o w an
6
6-3.
Rowan took game MSU
3
two behind a strong
performance from starting pitcher Brad
Behring (2-0), who went 8 1/3 innings and
gave up only three runs, two of which were
unearned, on six hits.
The Red Hawks struck first in the top of
the third courtesy of some sloppy Rowan
fielding. Frank Francia led off with a single
and later came around to score via errors on
Rowan third baseman Michael Braender and
shortstop Travis Davis. MSU took a 1-0
lead, despite getting only one hit in the in
ning.
The lead would not last long as MSU
starter Corey Hamman (2-1), who took the
loss, was unable to hold the Profs back.
With one out in the bottom of the third,
Davis singled to left and advanced to sec

ond on a wild pitch. After an infield single
put runners on the corners with one out,
Braender made up for his error with a sacri
fice fly that tied the game at 1.
In the bottom of the sixth, with the score
now tied at 2, the Profs took control. RU
catcher Andy Dougherty singled to open the
inning, and rightfielder Tim Staszewski hit
a two-run homer to left-center, giving
Rowan a 4-2 lead.
In the bottom of the seventh, a one-out
triple by Doug Scott brought an end to
Hamman’s day. Kevin Rakowski-Kuhlman
was greeted by an RBI single from
Dougherty, making the score 6-2. The run
was charged to Hamman, who pitched 6 2/
3 innings and gave up nine hits and six runs,
all of them earned, on the afternoon.
The Red Hawks tried to rally in the
ninth, but with runners on second and third
and one out, pinch hitter Scott Alan picked
up a sacrifice fly to puil MSU within three
runs, and then Rowan reliever Jim
Gendaszek finished the Red Hawks off by
striking out Dave Wurst.
In the first game, the Red Hawks fell
behind 3-0 in the bottom of the first. Greg
Belson (4-0) was knocked around for three
See SPLIT on P. 31

Kerry Shine, who
stood about seven
feet away from .
home plate waiting
for the ball as Goss
was rounding third
and heading right
for her, kicking up
dust with every
stride.
Seconds later,
the ball found its
way into Shine’s
glove as Goss
steamedrolled to
wards
home.
Shine stretched out
to attempt the tag
and finish off the
inning, but Goss
swayed to the
right, avoided the
tag, and dove at
home.
Shine
also
dove, attempting to
make the tag, but it
was too late. As
LIZBETH VICTORERO/ M O N TCLAR IO N
the dust swept over
the two players
laying on top of home plate and continued inning after MSU scored their third run. It
its path toward the MSU dugout, the um wouldn’t matter as the Red Hawks tacked
pire flapped both hands left and right sig on two more runs in that inning, and two
more in the bottom of the sixth to shove
naling SAFE!
Goss’ dive gave RSC a 3-2 lead. It also themselves back into the dominating role
left RSC three outs away from finally beat over the Ospreys.
The offense was once again led by the
ing MSU. She got up and rid herself of
what dirt she could and headed to the dug- top of the order as the first five players,
Milito, Tara Wilson, Alex Lamont, Kim
out, cheering with her teammates.
Morozzi got a ground out and MSU Caruso, and Morozzi went a combined 12found themselves three outs from losing to 19 with four RBI’s and five runs.
TaraTodaro (7-2) picked up her seventh
RSC. Something not heard of since 1993.
win
after pitching seven strong innings and
The last three outs gave no more oppor
allowing
only two run§ while striking out
tunities for Alison Barbito, who had shut
four
RSC
batters.
down the MSU offense after allowing two
scores in the first inning, put them away.
After the final out, RSC gathered outside
their dugout and celebrated the end of the Above: Tara Todaro delivers fo r the Red
dominance suffered at MSU’s bats with the Hawks. Todaro recorded a complete
3-2 win. Morozzi picked up the loss and game victory against RSC, allowing two
now stands at 7-2.
.runs while striking out four.
After losing the first game, MSU found
themselves down 2-0 in the bottom of the Below: Sophomore third baseperson
third inning, but MSU sent 11 batters to face
Tonya Galiszewski advances to third
RSC pitching in the inning.
base
on a fielder’s choice in the third
The 11 batters knocked in five runs on
inning.
Toni Milito singled her home to
six hits to lift MSU easily over RSC in the
start o ff M S U s’ five-run inning.
second game, 7-2.
MSU would knock out RSC pitcher
Patty Kern (4-1) midway through the third
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